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CHAPTER!. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Rationale 
The study of student beliefe can have nnportant mq)Iications for teacher education 
programs. Evidence suggests that students* beliefe upon entrance mto then* teacher 
preparation program may mfluence the ways m which students experience their teacher 
training (Calderhead & Robson, 1991; HoDmgsworth, 1989). In order to help students 
shape their belief systems mto those appropriate for workmg with young children, teacher 
educators must be aware of students' beliefs and, m turn, provide students with the 
opportunity to reflect on then: own beliefe and how those beliefs influence then: action 
(Green, 1971; Renzaglia, Hutchms, & Lee, 1997). 
When explormg the beliefs of preservice teachers, it b miportant to understand 
the multiple influences that serve to shape students' thinkmg. For example, 
HoDlrngsworth (1989) stated that prior experiences play a critical role in the development 
of teachers' belief surrounding teaching and learning. In addition, research on the 
mpact of teacher education on preservice teachers' beliefs has yielded information 
suggesting that experiences such as coursework and field experiences also contribute to 
the shaping of students' belief systems (McDermott, Gormley, Rothenberg. & Hammer, 
1995; Renzaglia et al.. 1997). 
While there are mcreasing numbers of studies conducted m the area of preservice 
teachers' beliefs, few of these studies relate specifically to the beliefs of early childhood 
preservice teachers (Bredekamp, 1996; Lin, Silvern. & Gorrell, 1998). The few studies 
that have been conducted with early chfldhood education majors suggest that early 
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chfldhood teacher education, programs do have an impact on. the formation and alteration 
of preservice teachers' beliefe (Lin et al.), but fiirther exploration mto the nature of these 
beliefe and their development is needed. Finally, using the information learned about 
preservice teachers' beliefs, Renzaglk et aL (1997) stated that an additional challei^e lies 
m identifyir^ the "'practices in teacher education that may serve lo nurture and develop in 
preservice teachers beliefe and attitudes that depose them to value and use particular 
skills, strategies, and knowledge" (p. 360). Future research needs to explore approaches 
to teachmg early childhood education students, such as a constructivist approach, m 
relation to the impact that they have on the development of preservice teacher thmking. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation begins with a general introduction foflowed by two papers. The 
first paper is a literature review on issues relevant to understanding and exploring the 
beliefe of early childhood preservice teachers. The second paper is a qualitative study 
explormg the beliefe of nmeteen early childhood preservice teachers, mcluding a 
d^ussion of the major &dmgs and implications for early childhood teacher education 
and research. Following the second paper, there is a general conclusion, briefly 
summartzmg the two papers. Finally, the dissertation ends with a list of all references 
used in both papers. 
-» J 
CHAPTER 2. EXPLORING THE BELIEFS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD 
PRESERVICE TEACHERS: A REVIEW OF UTERATURE 
A paper to be submitted to the Jnamal of Early Childhood Teacher Education 
Angela C. Baum 
Early childhood educators fiinction m a variety of roles. They work, with children 
m public and non-public settmgs, from bith through age eight. This mcludes workmg m 
settings such as home intervention programs, child care centers, preschools, kmdergarten 
programs, and earfy primary programs mcludir^ first to third grade classrooms. Early 
childhood educators work with children from a variety of backgrounds with a range of 
leammg needs. They are also called upon to interact with families and a variety of 
professionals mcludmg other teachers and admmistrators. Often they work closely with 
speech and language pathologists, physical and occupational therapists, and social 
workers. The myriad of roles fiilfifled by the early childhood educator makes preparing 
these mdividuals a complex process. Different early childhood settmgs require dififerent 
levels of trammg, from a high school diploma to at least a bachelor's degree in early 
childhood education. Typically, the trailing requirements for educators in child care 
agencies are lower than those for professionals with state teaching certifications who 
work in public educational programs (Spodek & Saracho. 1990). 
Thfe review of literature will focus on issues relevant to the preparation of 
teachers enrolled in teacher education programs at four-year colleges or universities. In 
addition, this literature review highlights research substantiating the importance of 
studying the beliefs of preservice teachers, and provides an overview of research 
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completed in this area. In light of the feet that research examinmg the beliefe of early 
ciiildhood preservice teachers is sparse, this literature review includes several studies 
related to the beliefe of primary and secondary preservice teachers. It is likely that the 
finHtng*; of these studies can shed light on issues relevant to the field of early childhood 
teacher education. Finally, in relation to influences on the development of preservice 
teachers' beliefs, this literatxure reWew explores the application of constructivist theory to 
earfy childhood teacher education and the intact of this approach on student learning. 
Early CMdhood Teacher Education 
The National Association for the Education of Yoimg Children (NAEYC), m 
accordance with the Division for Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional 
Children (DEC/CEC) and the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards 
(NBPTS) (1996) recently described five standards adhered to by good early childhood 
educators. They described a good teacher as being committed to students and then: 
leammg. These teachers believe that ail students can leam and adjust theu* practice based 
on knowledge about their students' interests, abilities, skills, knowledge, and family 
experiences. They also understand how children develop and leam, being aware of how 
context and culture influence children's learning. Good teachers know the subjects they 
teach and how to teach those subjects to children. They ''appreciate how knowledge in 
theff subject is created, organked. linked to other disciplines, and applied to real world 
settings" (p. 56). 
In addition, good teachers are responsible for managmg and monitoring student 
leammg. They are able to engage groups of children to promote a disciplined leammg 
environment and can organfee instruction lo allow goals to be met. Good teachers also 
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thmk systematically about their practice and leam from experience. They model 
curiosity, tolerance, honesty, fairness, respect for diversity, and appreciation of cultural 
differences, all virtues they wish to inspire in cliildren- They ''critical^ examme their 
practice, seek to expand their repertoie, deepen thei knowledge, sharpen their judgment 
and adapt their teaching to new findings, ideas, and theories'* (p. 57). Finally, good 
teachers are members of learning communities. They collaborate effectively with other 
professionals and are knowledgeable about the variety of resources avaflable to 
themselves and then: students. They also find ways to work m cooperation with parents, 
mvolvmg them m theff children's learning. 
Early childhood teacher education programs are designed to foster the 
development of the above knowledge, attitudes, skills, and ethics m early childhood 
preservice teachers and consists of four components: general education, foundations, 
instructional knowledge, and practice (Saracho & Spodek, 1983; Spodek & Saracho, 
1990). 
Early childhood educators foster the development of children's knowledge and 
skills across all areas of the curriculum. Thus, early childhood teachers must draw upon 
their understanding in a variety of core areas. According to NAEYC et al. (1996). 
teachers of young children use theu: knowledge of a wide variety of disciplines to make 
decisions and judgments such as, "distingtiishmg between powerful, core ideas and topics 
and those of lesser importance, setting ambitious but reasonable expectations for student 
leammg, and sequencing activities in ways that make sense conceptually" (p. 77). There 
is general agreement that early childhood teachers should have a broad knowledge m the 
areas of the humanities (histoty, language, and literature), the biological and physical 
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sciences, the social sciences, math, and the arts (NAEYC et aL; McCarthy, 1990; Spodek 
& Saracho, 1990). Accordmg to Spodek and Saracho, the general education component 
usually constitutes from two-thirds to three-fourths of the teacher education program and 
fe heavify concentrated durii^ students' first two years m the program. 
The second component of early childhood teacher education progranas. 
educational foundations, is concerned with knowledge of education rather than with 
professional techmques. For earfy childhood teacher educators, a critical portion of this 
component is the knowledge of chfld development (Peters & Klinztng, 1990; Spodek & 
Saracho, 1990). One of the primary tenets of early childhood teacher education is that 
teachers need to display an understanding of child development and learning and an 
ability to apply this knowledge in a variety of areas, includmg physical, social emotional 
language, aesthetic, and cognitive domams (Bredekamp, 1996). In addition to 
understandmg how children develop and leam, teachers need to recognke diversity as an 
influence on children's development. They use this mformation to make decisions on 
how best to foster children's physical health and growth, development of social skills and 
emotions, bnguage acquisition, and understanding of cognitive concepts (NAEYC et al.. 
1996). Assuming that an early childhood teacher has a fimdamental understanding of 
child development, teachers are able to provide developmentally appropriate experiences 
for young children. Accordmg to Bredekamp (1996), this provides a framework in which 
the teacher can make adaptations to accommodate the individual mterests and learning 
needs of each child. 
The thurd component, instructional knowledge, requires students to take courses 
helping them develop skills m planning and implementing educational programs. 
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mcluding early chfldhood curriculum and instruction (Spodek & Saracho^ 1990). Based 
on current theoretical perspectives concerning how young children learn, early childhood 
teachers are called upon to develop, plan, and implement curricula that allows children to 
actively construct knowledge (Bredekamp, 1996). Teachers of young children must have 
the ability to identify and implement a variety of teaching strategies and make use of a 
variety of instructional materials. They also must be aware of how to design experiences 
that challenge, support, and provide opportunities for all children to succeed, regardless 
of thenr leammg needs (NAEYC et aL, 1990). Instructional knowledge also mcludes the 
development of skills such as classroom management, assessment, working with children 
with special needs, and workmg with femilies and communities (NAEYC et al.; 
McCarthy, 1990). 
Finally, the practice component of teacher education programs includes pre-
student teachmg field experiences and a student teaching experience in which feculty m 
teacher education programs collaborate with experienced teachers in early childhood 
settmgs. The goal of these experiences is to allow students to Imk their coursework to 
their classroom practice. Many of these experiences are provided as a laboratory 
component to a correspondmg course and emphasize both observation and participation 
in an early childhood setting. For students enrolled m early childhood teacher education 
programs, this component usually concludes with a student teaching experience which 
includes allowing the student to assume total responsibility for teaching a group of 
children (Spodek &. Saracho, 1990). According to Spodek and Saracho, practice is often 
considered to be one of the most critical components and offers the following benefits: 
nnprovmg teacher behavior and performance, increasing professional attitudes and 
s 
commitments to teaching, facilitating teachers* understandings and acceptance of 
ctiildren with dfeabilities, and increasmg teachers* use of mdirect teaciiing methods. 
In response to recommendations from NAEYC, DEC/CEC, and NBPTS, a recent 
national trend involves unifymg curricula from the fields of early childhood education 
and early childhood special education (McMurray-Schwarz & Baum, 2000). These 
organizations advocate for the inclusion of children with special needs in programs 
traditionally servmg typically developmg children. This has prompted an mcreasing 
number of teacher education programs to prepare early childhood preservice teachers to 
work with both typically developing children and children with special needs. 
In addition to requirements similar to those described above, some states require 
students wishmg to become teachers to complete tests related to academic skills, 
pedagogical knowledge, or both (Spodek & Saracho, 1990). After completing the teacher 
education program that has been approved by the state education agency, the student 
becomes a licensed early childhood teacher. 
The Role of Beliefe m Teacher Education 
Accordmg to Dobson and Dobson, (1983), "there is no such thing as value-neutral 
action: teachmg practices, whether consciously or unconsciously chosen, are an 
expression of the beliefs held by the person" (p. 20). Several research studies have 
demonstrated that beliefs are associated with teaching practice (e.g., Charlesworth, Hart. 
Burts, & Hernandez. 1991; Stipek & Byler, 1997). Current literature regards the 
relationship between beliefs and practice as interactive (Richardson, 1996). While beliefs 
are viewed as influencmg practice, experiences and reflection on practice can also lead to 
an alteration of beliefs. In response to this clann, it seems that an understanding and 
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acknowledgement of the relationship between befiefe and practice as related to teacher 
education is an important component of any teacher preparation program. 
Students begin teacher education programs with strong beliefe and attitudes about 
what it means to teach (Calderhead & Robson, 1991; HoIImgsworth, 1989). Calderhead 
and Robson suggested txiat such beliefs miiuence the ways in which students view 
teacher education and what they learn from their teacher preparation programs. It is 
possible that students' beKefe upon entrance to the program may lead to a continuation of 
meflfective or outdated teachmg practices (Pajares, 1992). Based on this information, 
explormg the beliefe that students bring with them to their teacher education program 
appears to be important for nnproving their professional preparation and teachmg 
practices. 
A goal of teacher education is to help students shape their belief systems into 
reasonable ideas based on evidence and reason (Green, 1971): 
Teachmg has to do, m part at least, with the formation of beliefs, and that means 
that it has to do not srniply with what we shall believe, but with how we shall 
believe it. Teaching is an activity which has to do. among other thmgs, with the 
modification and formation of belief systems, (p. 48) 
This would, m part, involve helping students become reflective and conscious of then: 
beliefs and how their beliefs influence their actions. The challenge remams in identifying 
the "practices in teacher education that may serve to nurture and develop in preservice 
teachers beliefs and attitudes that dispose them to value and use particular skills, 
strategies, and knowledge" (Renzaglia et al., 1997, p. 360). 
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Influences on Preservice Teacher Thmkmg 
Prior Beliefs and Personal Experiences 
Research suggests that preservice teachers' prior beKefe and experiences play a 
critical role m the development of their thinking as they prepare to become teachers 
(Hoilmgsworth, 1989). Hoiiingsworth stated that these perspectives serve as filters 
through which preservice teachers make sense of theff trainmg experiences. In some 
cases, memories of early childhood and previous school experiences may support 
appropriate learning of teachmg practices and in other cases may hinder approprate 
learning by overriding trainmg experiences (Jacobs & Eskridge, 1999). Jacobs and 
Eskridge acknowledged that, based on their own memories of early chfldhood. teachers 
can mcrease then: understandmg and sensitivity to yovmg children's needs. It is 
nnportant, however, to recognke that maccurate recollections or mismterpretations of 
those experiences can inhibit their understandmg and nnplementation of appropriate work 
with young children. Nespor (1987) stated that the affective and emotional components 
of beliefs can unpact the manner m which memories are recalled and interpreted. Jacobs 
and Eskridge offered the fbllowmg anecdote to illustrate this idea: 
Take the new, well-tramed teacher who expressed resentment over the school 
expectation that teachers prepare lesson plans. Because she fondly remembered 
the spontaneous classroom of a tavorite elementary schoolteacher, she believed 
that such planning interferes with spontaneity. .After discussmg her memories of 
the teacher and the classroom activities that seemed so "spontaneous" she realced 
that many creative opportimities in the classroom are based on foresight and only 
look and f^l spontaneous because of detailed plannmg. By clarifymg her 
II 
memory, this young teacher was able to understand the purpose and nuportance of 
lesson planning (p. 65). 
Hollmgsworth (1989) conducted a study to trace the chaises in preservice 
teachers' preprogram beKefs on how to manage, assess, and mstructionally fecilitate 
students' learning. At the onset of tiiis study, 14 preservice teachers were bterviewed in 
an attempt to capture students' philosophies of education, educational experiences, 
current teachmg and. managerial practices, role definitions, views of how children leam, 
and knowledge of reading mstruction. Over the course of their nme-month teacher 
education program, students were mterviewed and observed every two weeks m an efifort 
to document change and possible program influences. Students also kept journals m 
which they recorded changes they had experienced in thenr thmking. 
Based on the analysis of these qualitative data, Hollingsworth (1989) proposed a 
model of leammg to teach m which prior beliefe played an nnportant role. This model 
demonstrates that preprogram beliefs may mteract with both program content and 
classroom experiences to create varymg levels of teaching knowledge. In other words, it 
is likely that students' unique perspectives on teaching and learning influence their 
leammg m unique ways, makmg teaming to teach a very individualized process. 
In a similar study, Calderhead and Robson (I99I) followed seven prraiary student 
teachers through the first year of their teacher education program. Interviews were 
conducted during the first few days of the program and then three additional times over 
the course of the year. The mterviews addressed issues such as why they decided to 
become a teacher, their views of themselves as teachers, ther anxieties and expectations, 
and mfluences on then- thinking about teaching and learning. In addition, students were 
i 
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asked to write then* reactions to videotaped lessons and write scripts for imaginary 
classroom interactions. 
Results of this study demonstrated that at the begirming of their teacher education 
program, the participants had unique ideas about teaching and their own professional 
development. Based on these findings, the authors raised several questions concerning 
the mfluence of these ideas on the knowledge students acquire in their teacher 
preparation programs: 
The different conceptions of teachmg and of professional development held by 
students can mfluence what they find relevant and useM in the course, and how 
they analyze then: own and others' practice. But is su£5cient account taken of 
student teachers' exiting knowledge m the process of professional preparation? 
Are students' existing conceptions challenged and developed? Is interaction 
between students' knowledge and the curriculum of teacher education encouraged 
and facilitated in preservice training? (p. 7) 
Calderhead and Robson (1991) suggested that teacher educators may use 
mformation surroundmg student teachers' thinking to design preparation activities that 
challenge students' existing beliefs and knowledge. They also recommended that future 
research continue to explore the nature and development of student teachers' thmking in 
order to fiirther inform the practice of teacher education. 
Teacher Educatioa and Professional Experiences 
In an article intended to provide an overview of the mfluence of teacher education 
on the beliefs, attitudes, and dispositions of preservice special educators, Renzaglia et al. 
(1997) described and exanraicd the impact of four types of experiences typically found in 
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a teacher education program: I) reflective thmking and teachmg; 2) program 
coursework; 3) interactions with faculty; and 4) field experiences and supervision. 
Many teacher education programs focus on teachn^ the skills of reflective 
thinlnng and teachmg. According to Renzaglia et aL (1997), 
Teachers who reflect on theur teachmg and continually self^valuate and refine 
their practice may be better able to address the dynamic conditions faced m 
today's public schools. Sel^directed professional growth and the ability to think 
critically regarding one's teachmg help to form a solid foundation upon which 
teachers build technical skills and knowledge throughout then- careers, (p. 362) 
The authors stated that in order to help students develop skills related to 
reflection, sel^evaluation, and self^iirected growth and development, teacher educators 
need to plan frequent opportunities for students to practice these skills throughout their 
teacher preparation experience. Understanding that individual students respond in unique 
ways to a variety of methods, teacher educators may; I) provide activities that promote 
reflective thmkmg such as structured small group discussions; 2) model the types of 
reflection they hope to foster in their students; and 3) provide ample opportunity for 
students to engage in reflective writing actmties such as critique or journal writing 
(Renzaglia et al., 1997). 
In relation to coursework, Renzaglia et al. (1997) suggested that the course 
content, delivery, and assessment practices may serve to afiect teacher candidates* 
beliefs, attitudes, and dispositions. Important components related to the content of 
courses mclude establishing a sequential curriculum, providing repetition and reiteration 
of selected topics across a variety of courses and experiences, and providmg background 
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mfbnnation for students' applied field experiences. Although not a new idea, the authors 
suggested that experiential learning and active participation in courses are meaningnil 
ways for students to gain information and knowledge. Finally, the authors predicted that 
evaluation methods relying on applied projects as a demonstration of mastery will likely 
nnpact the beliefe, attitudes, and dispositions of preservice teachers. 
Kuh (1995) suggested that mformal contact and dialogue with faculty members 
and peers may also have an impact on preservice teachers' attitudes, beliefe, and 
dispositions. This includes discussions and contacts that occur outside of class and are 
not associated with the evaluation of performance. Often these interactions lead to in-
depth personal discussions about topics introduced in class and may mfluence the 
thinkmg of preservice teachers. 
Finally, both teacher educators and students claim that one of the most beneficial 
aspects of a teacher preparation program is the field experience component (Guyton & 
Mclntyre, 1990). While there b no question that these experiences promote the 
development of students' beliefe and attitudes, Renzaglia et al. (1997) suggested that 
there are specific aspects of these field experiences that are particularly influential. For 
example, cooperatmg teachers who had been trained in supervision were found to provide 
more feedback to the students participating in ther classrooms than were untrained 
cooperating teachers. 
The most predominant model of teacher education places the student in the role of 
an apprentice (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981). In addition to classroom mstruction, 
preservice teachers leam about curriculum and teaching methods by participating m 
experienced teachers' classrooms. This opportunity to work alongside experienced 
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professionals can fecilitate preservice teachers^ learning ofteacfamg methods and 
strategies in a way thai cannot be equaled through course based instruction (Meade, 
1991). Accordmg to McDermottet aL (1995), "the mtegration of theory with classroom 
practice ofiers the opportunity to improve new teachers' understandmg of themselves, 
then" roles as educators, and their understanding of classroom pedago©^ and children" 
(p. 185). 
In an effort to explore the impact of practica experiences, McDermott et al. (1995) 
conducted a study that exammed two groups of elementary preservice teachers' responses 
to questionnaires about teaching. The two groups, one of undergraduate students and one 
of graduate students, were very sunilar m terms of then- teacher preparation experiences, 
except that the graduate student group had no practica experience prior to their student 
teachmg. Thus, due to the snnilarity of the groups' educational traming and program 
requirements, the authors believed that differences in thinkmg between the two groups 
may be a result of dissimilar practica experiences. 
To explore this issue, McDermott et aL (1995) collected questionnaire data from 
45 graduate and 63 undergraduate teacher education students. Students completed one 
questionnabre prior to student teaching and a second questionnanre 15 weeks after the 
completion of their student teaching experiences. The questionnaires contamed a 
combination of closed- and open-ended questions, but for the purpose of this study, only 
the responses to the open-ended questions were analyzed. When completing the first 
questionnaire, students responded to the following question: '^ What is your greatest 
concern about student teaching?" On the second questionnaire, the open-ended questions 
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were: '^ What was your most encouragmg moment student teachmg?" and " What was 
your most discouraging moment student teaching?'* 
Accordmg to students' responses to the first open-ended question (greatest 
concern about student teaching), the two groups had very similar concerns, including 
concern about their general ability to teach, as well as to plan and implement lessons and 
manage a group of chfldren. However, when analyzing the responses to the second open-
ended question (most encouraging moment), there were differences between the 
frequency rankings and percentages between the imdergraduate and graduate groups. 
Chi-square comparisons revealed that the two student groups thought differently about 
the issue of children's leammg. The undergraduate students expressed a greater concern 
about chfldren's leammg as compared to the graduate students. In addition, the graduate 
students were more concerned than undergraduate students about what others thought of 
their teachmg. Fmally, the authors thought it interesting that nearly twice as many 
graduate students than undergraduate students chose not to answer this question at all. 
The two student groups also answered the third open-ended question (most 
discouraging moment) oi different ways. For example, undergraduate students spoke 
more frequently than graduate students about children's learning or lack thereof. Both 
groups, however, wrote frequently about comments they had received from their 
cooperatffig teachers, college supervisors, other teachers, and parents. 
Overall, the authors viewed the most inportant difference as beiig the 
progression undergraduate students made from being concerned about their ability to 
teach and manage a class to thmkiig about children's leammg. In contrast, at the end of 
student teachmg, the graduate student group contiiued to focus on then* concerns 
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surroundmg basic ^kill issues and classroom management. Based on this finding, 
McDermott et aL (1995) suggested that practica experiences accelerate preservice 
teachers movement toward mature thoughts about their work with children. 
Preservice Teachers' Beliefe 
According to Clark (1988), 
Students begin teacher education programs with their own ideas and beliefs 
about what it takes to be a successM teacher. These preconceptions are formed 
from thousands of hours of observation of teachers, good and bad, over the 
previous fifteen or so years. Undoubtedly, students' conceptions of teachmg are 
mcomplete, for they typically see the performance side of classroom teaching. 
With this in mind, a thoughtM teacher educator might ask: What are the 
preconceptions about teachmg and leammg held by our students? How should we 
take account of what our students know and believe as we help them prepare to be 
teachers? (p. 7). 
Clark (1988) suggested that simply studying the beliefe and dispositions of 
experienced teachers will not be adequate to guide teacher educators m the right direction 
when working with prospective teachers. ^Tiile acknowledging the benefits of studymg 
the beliefs of inservice teachers, he stated that this inlbrmalion is not sufficient to help 
teacher educators assist preservice teachers to think and act in ways that will lead to 
becommg a good teacher. Reiflfand Cannella (1992) stated that assisting students in 
developmg an awareness of one's personal beliefs will provide prospective teachers with 
a realistic imderstanding of how their personal belief ^stem impacts their teachmg. 
Prospective teachers create a unique combination of ideas, beliefs, and experiences that 
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shape their orientation toward teaching (Jonquiere, 1990). Accordmg to Kasten, Wright, 
and BCasten (1996), for some students this involves applying their insights about their own 
learning to their ideas surrounding teaching. Other students may need to clarify the^ 
personal ideas of what teaching is and resolve the conflict between thek previous beliefe 
and the philosophies of the teacher education program in which they are participating. 
Lm et aL (1998) stated that 
by encouragmg preservice teachers to make explicit thear views regarding 
learning, teacher educators can confront, challenge, or support them during theor 
teacher education. As a result, teacher education programs can have an mpact on 
preservice teachers by helping them be aware of their prior beliefe and 
challenging their misconceptions about teachmg and leammg. (p. 26) 
Additionally, the study of preservice teacher thinkmg may offer substantkl 
msight mto the impact of teacher education programs and ways in which teacher 
preparation methods can be unproved (McDermott et al. 1995). HoUingsworth (1989) 
suggested that when preservice teachers' mcoming beliefe and preconceptions are taken 
mto account, teacher educators can direct students' educational experiences in a way that 
may produce desired conceptual change. 
Finally, in addition to helpmg teacher educators better prepare future teachers. 
Clark (1988) suggested that research surrounding teacher thinking can stimulate 
exploration into the beliefe of teacher educators themselves. For example, asking 
questions such as: "What do we as teacher educators believe about teaching and learning, 
mdivxdually and as a faculty?" and "How^ consistent are our espoused beliefe with our 
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methods of teaching and evaluation (that is, do we practice what we preach)?" (Clark, p. 
7), can help prepare teacher educators for then: work with students. 
In response to this recent interest in the thinking of preservice teachers, several 
studies have been conducted explormg various aspects of prospective teachers' beliefe 
and preconceptions. For example, studies have been conducted to shed light on 
prospective teachers' multicultural beliefe (Reiff & CanneUa, 1992), attitudes and 
awareness of gifted preschoolers with learning disabilities (Sherwood, 1996), and 
perspectives on diversity (Ross «& Smith, 1992). 
Of particular mterest to teacher education researchers has been the process of 
development that preservice teachers experience throughout the course of then: teacher 
preparation program. For example, Reven, Cartwright. and Munday (1997) sought to 
identify professional growth phases occurrmg m secondary preservice teachers as they 
progressed through a field-based teacher education program. Using a mtiltiple-case study 
design, eight students participated m reflective joumalmg, mterviews, and observations 
for a period of 15 weeks. During then- interviews, students were asked questions such as: 
I) Did your views ofthe teaching profession change over the semester? And if so, 
how?; 2) What were your major problems or concerns?; and 3) Did you perceive 
changes within yourselves during your preparation? If so, what were they? While these 
students seemed to develop in a comparable manner, it must be noted that not all ofthe 
participants experienced the same growth changes, nor did they progress through the 
phases at the same rate; the process was very mdividualrzed (Reven et aL). From close 
examination ofthe data, the researchers identified six developmental categories of 
professional growth: 
1) Anticipation. In this phase, students tended to romanticize the role of public school 
teachers and overestimate their oami potential to change the world. 
2) Adjustment. In this phase, students experienced some disiflusionment as they 
struggled to leam how to become teachers. 
3) Redefinition- This occurred as students began creating then: own definitions of 
teachers and teaching. 
4) Transformation. In this phase, each student began to broaden his or her perspective 
of himself or herself as a professional 
5) Commitment. Eventually, students began to develop more accurate views of the 
duties, responsibilities, and rewards of being a professional educator. 
6) Renewed Anticipation. In this &ial phase, students often fantasEed about their fixture 
as a teacher. A common comment was, "When I get my class, I'll..." 
The authors recommended that m order to provide the best preparation, teacher 
educators should be aware of the developmental phases of preservice teachers and of the 
differences between individual students and their unique developmental processes. 
While the interest and literature related to the development and beliefs of 
preservice teachers has increased m recent years, there are few such studies related 
specifically to the beliefs of early childhood preservice teachers (Bredekamp, 1996: Lin 
et al., 1998). In a study aimed specifically at exploring early childhood preservice 
teachers' multicultural beliefs. ReifFand Cannella (1992) explored early childhood 
teachers' beliefs and filings of confidence surrounding their work with different 
multicultural groups. In this study, 64 early childhood education students completed two 
instruments, one designed to explore their beliefs regarding other cultures and school 
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practices and the other designed to measure how a person thinks and the person's 
cognitive complexity or flexibility. 
Using these methods^ the authors found that students were confident m their 
capabilities m working with children m a multicultural settmg. However, they were less 
confident m their strategies to handle racial confrontations and reducing prejudices. The 
authors believed that the results mdicated an 'idealism and naivete about multicultural 
education" (Reiflf&Cannella, 1992^ p.8). The researchers recommended that fiirther 
research be done in the area of teacher thinking, especially about mmority children and 
their cultures. 
In a study designed to assess the unpact of teacher education programs on 
preservice teachers in Taiwan, Lin et aL (1998) explored earfy childhood preservice 
teachers' perceptions of theff roles as teachers, children's learning, and their relationships 
with children. The researchers compared 298 students' responses to sbc open ended 
questions; 188 of the students responded to the questions after their first year of teacher 
trammg and 110 of the students responded to the questions after then- third year of the 
teacher training program and after teaching for one week m a kindergarten classrom. The 
questions to which students responded were: I) What will be your most nnportant roles 
as a teacher?; 2) Imagine that you are in your first teaching job. Describe what will be 
going on in your classroom.; 3) What are the best ways that children leam?: 4) What 
are the most important reasons for children to go to school?; 5) What will your pupils 
need most firom you as a teacher?; and 6) What relationships do you expect to have with 
your pupils? Responses to these questions were coded according to major themes. After 
the themes were developed, fi^uencies and descriptive statistics related to the categories 
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were compared between the two groups. When frequencies between, the two groups 
seemed to be drfiferent, chi-square analyses were conducted to determine if the observed 
differences between the two groups were statisticaify significant. 
Fmdings of this study revealed that preservice teachers at the begmnmg and 
ending of their progranas had similar views regarding teaching and learning. However, 
there were some differences between the beliefe of students in the two groups. For 
exanqjie, begmning students were more likely to view themselves as an authority figure 
m the classroom, whfle ending students placed more of an emphasB on equality between 
themselves and the chfldren. Additionally, while begmnmg teachers were concerned 
with then- own characteristics as teachers, ending teachers seemed to more concerned 
with children's mitiative and active role in their own leammg experiences. In other 
words, beginning teachers placed responsibility for the children's leammg upon 
themselves, while endmg teachers were more IQcely to place some responsibility for 
leammg upon the children as active, rather than passive, participants in the leammg 
process. Fmally, the two groups differed in the emphasis that they placed on children's 
cognitive ability and knowledge. The beginnmg group placed a much stronger emphasis 
on the importance of cognitive ability and knowledge than did the ending group. 
The authors suggested that the results of this study indicate that teacher education 
programs have an impact on the beliefs of preservice teachers by altering then- beliefs 
over the course of their preparation program. They also stated that studies of this nature 
help teacher educators gain perspective about the strengths and weaknesses of early 
childhood programs and ofier insight mto how to structure our teacher education 
programs. 
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Methodological Issues in the E?cpIoratioa of Preservice Teachers' Beliefe 
Traditionally, the studj' of teacher attitudes and beliefe has taken a positivistic 
approach, with the use of attitude mventories and. surveys (Richardson, 1996). However, 
more recent research reflects a shift toward a naturalistic methodolo^r,^ with the use of 
qualitative strategies such as interviews, observations, and reflective joumaiing becommg 
more common (e.g.. Lin et aL, 1998; Ross & Smith, 1992; Zulich, Bean, & Herrick, 
1992). Richardson stated that current explorations into the beliefe of teachers find 
quantitative measures too constraining and have found more success with an inductive 
approach to the study of th^ topic. Quantitative instruments exploring teachers' beliefe 
are luniting because teachers respond to items representing beliefs identified as bemg 
important by others, while qualitative approaches allow teachers to identify beliefe which 
are personally relevant (Munby, 1984). Additionally, the context-specific information 
aflbrded by qualitative methodology can enhance the exploration of teacher beliefs. 
Pajares (1992) commented that "traditional belief inventories provide limited mfbrmation 
with which to make inferences, and it is at this step m the measurement process that 
understanding the context-specific nature of beliefs becomes critical." (p. 327) 
In closmg. saying that the field of research on teacher education can benefit only 
firom qualitative explorations would be too broad an assimiption. Belief inventories and 
surveys can add to the literature in ways such as identifying discrepancies or issues that 
merit exploration. In order to make richer and more accurate inferences in the realm of 
teacher belief research, however, qualitative measures must be included in the 
exploration of this topic (Pajares. 1992). 
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Constructivism and Earlv CMdhood Teacher Educatioa 
When exploring the development of preservice teachers* beliefe, the constructivist 
approach to teaching and learning is particularly applicable. Constructivism has its roots 
in Piaget*s theory of how children leam. Piaget believed that young children create or 
construa their own new understandings or knowledge through the mteraction of what 
they already icnow and believe and their experiences with their social and physical 
envffonment (Abdal-Haqq, 2000; Feeney, Christensen, & Moravcik, 1996; Smith & 
Cowie, 1991). According to Bufkm and Bryde (1996), these methods of learning are not 
exclusive to young children. It has become recognized that aduhs also benefit fix)m an 
active role m the learning process (Jones, 1986). Accordmg to Abdal-Haqq, 
constructivist approaches are generally credited with producmg greater mtemalization 
and deeper understandmg of mfbrmation m contrast with more traditional methods that 
are memory-oriented and employ didactic teaching strategies. Additionally, several 
authors have emphasized the importance of modeling constructivist approaches for those 
in preparation to become teachers of young children if they are to be able to employ these 
strategies m the future (Bufkin & Bryde; Jones; Katz, 1977). 
According to Bufkm and Bryde (1996), there are several premises of a 
constructivist model used in teacher education that parallel the beliefs about how young 
children leam. These include an emphasis on choicemaking, a curriculum that meets the 
needs of individual students, the development of critical thinking skills, and the use of 
active learning activities. 
To allow students the opportunity to participate in the selection of course topics 
and provide input into the choice of methods used to address each topic will likely make 
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their learning more relevant and meanmgfiil- In addition, it is important to recognize that 
students develop as teachers at diSerent rates, through a variety of leammg styles. 
Therefore, it would seem beneficial to make an. effort to recognize these individual needs 
and provide experiences that address unique aspects of students' learning (Bufkin & 
Bryde, 1996). 
Because the constnictrvist approach requires that students problem solve and 
reflect about the^ own teacbic^, many opportunities for critical thinking need to be 
provided (Bufkin & Bryde, 1996). For example, providing students with mformation that 
challenges then- ideas and attitudes creates cognitive conflict, helpmg them construct new 
beliefs and understandings about the nature of teachmg and learning. In order to 
fecilitate this cognitive conflict, teacher educators need to help students become aware of 
the^ preconceptions about early childhood education and challenge any m^conceptions 
that become apparent (Hamilton & Hitz. 1996). 
Active learning requies that students participate in the process of leammg. The 
instructor's role is that of a facilitator, guide, or co-explorer rather than that of an expert 
who mparts information to be absorbed by students (Abdal-Haqq, 2000; Bufkm & 
Bryde, 1996). An nnportant aspect of the active learning approach is the process of 
reflection. Hamilton and Hitz (1996) cite research stating that the act of reflection can 
aid students in gaining clarity of thought and a deeper understanding of ideas and 
problems. Reflective activities include group discussion, keeping a journal and writing 
concept papers (Bufkin & Bryde; Hamilton & Hitz). Hamilton and Hitz recommended 
other acti\'ities such as cooperative projects, simulations, and group activities to promote 
active learning in higher education. 
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One of the challenges &ce<i by early chfldhood teacher educators is addressing the 
preconceptions of teaching and leammg held by preservice teachers that may interfere 
with the way students mterpret information presented in theff teacher preparation 
programs (Hamilton & Elitz, 1996; Jacobs & Eskridge, 1999). In response to this 
challenge, Hamilton and Hitz conducted a study to explore the ways that constructivist-
oriented mstructional methods impacted the knowledge and beliefs of early childhood 
preservice teachers about teaching. 
The setting for this study was an introductory early childhood education course 
co-taught by a feculty member in earfy childhood education and a first grade teacher. 
Using constructivist methods such as group work, journal writing, goal identification, and 
position papers, the mstructors addressed the content of basic early childhood education 
philosophy, developmentally approprkte practices, classroom management, and parent 
involvement. In combination with anafyzing students' journals and other written 
assignments, the researchers compared students' responses to The Teacher Beliefs 
Survey (Charlesworth, et aL. 1993) completed both at the beginning and end of the 
semester. 
Analysis of The Teacher Beliefs Survey, as well as qualitative data indicated that 
at the end of the semester, students' beliefs regarding teaching and learning had become 
more developmentally appropriate. Findings also suggested that the occurrence of 
cognithfe conflict (caused by reflective and problem-soNong activities) in students* 
thmkmg led to the most profound changes in beliefs in the shortest amount of time. 
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Sinnmarv 
This review of literature highlights the importance of exploring the beliefe of 
earfy childhood preservice teachers. In light of the evidence that students' beliefe 
influence the ways in which they experience then: teacher education program (Calderhead 
& Robson, 1991), exploring the nature of these beiiefe is an nnportant aspect of designing 
and implementing high quality teacher education programs. 
Because there is little research focusii^ specifically on the beliefs of early 
childhood preservice teachers (Bredekamp, 1996; Lm et aL, 1988), it would seem that 
fiirther exploration into this topic would make an nnportant contribution to the field of 
early childhood teacher education. Additionally, since several authors suggest that a 
constructivist approach can enhance the preparation of early childhood educators (Bufkm 
& Bryde, 1996; Hamilton & Hitz, 1996), this method should be fiirther explored and 
tested m the field of early childhood teacher education. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPLORING THE BELIEFS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD 
PRESERVICE TEACHERS 
A paper to be submitted to Eartv Childhood Resparrh Qnartprfy 
Angela C. Baum 
Abstract 
The study of student beliefs can have nnportant maplications for teacher education 
programs. Few studies are available, however, related specifically to the beliefs of early 
childhood preservice teachers. The current study addresses the fbllowmg research 
questions: What are the beliefe of preservice teachers' at different levels ui their early 
childhood education program? What influences the development of these beliefs? To 
explore these questions, 19 female undergraduate early childhood education preservice 
teachers participated m five focus groups to discuss then: beliefe surroundmg several 
issues in early childhood education (e.g., teacher role, inclusion, parent involvement). 
Students were divided into three groups based on the courses they had completed: 
Beginner (sophomore and jxmior courses). Intermediate (senior courses), and Advanced 
(student teachmg). Additionally, six of the 19 students participated in individual 
interviews. Using grounded theory analysis procedures described by Strauss and Corbin 
(1990), data analysis resulted in five themes: 1) Children's Learning and Development; 
2) Working with Groups of Children: 3) Relationships; 4) Inclusion; and 5) Prof^sional 
Issues m Early Childhood Education. Implications are discussed in relation to teacher 
education programs and dfrections for future research. 
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Introduction 
Accordmg to Dobson and Dobson, (1983), 'ihere is no such thing as value-neutral 
action; teachn^ practices, whether consciously or unconsciously chosen, are an 
expression of the beliefe held by the person" (p. 20). Several research studies have 
demonstrated that beiiefe are associated with teachmg practice (e.g., Charlesworth, Hart, 
Burts, & Hernandez, 1991; Stipek & Byler, 1997). Current literature regards the 
relationship between beliefs and practice as interactive (Richardson, 1996). Whfle beliefe 
are viewed as influencing practice, experiences and reflection on practice can also lead to 
an alteration of beliefs. In response to this claim, it seems that an understanding and 
acknowledgement of the relationship between beliefs and practice as related to teacher 
education is an important component of any teacher preparation program. 
Students begm teacher education programs with strong beliefe and attitudes about 
what it means to teach (Calderhead & Robson, 1991; HoUmgsworth, 1989). Calderhead 
and Robson suggested that such beliefs mfluence the ways in which students view 
teacher education and what they leam fix)m thefr teacher preparation programs. Jacobs 
and Eskridge (1999) acknowledged that, based on thefr own memories of early 
childhood, teachers can mcrease then: understanding and sensitivity to young children's 
needs. It is maportant. however, to recognke that inaccurate recollections or 
misinterpretations of those experiences can inhibit their understanding and 
mplementation of appropriate work with young children. It is possible that students* 
beliefs upon entrance to the program may lead to a continuation of ineSective or outdated 
teachmg practices (Pajares, 1992). Based on this information, explormg the beliefs that 
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students brmg with them to their teacher education program appears to be important for 
nr^roving their professional preparation and teaching practices. 
In addition to the role that prior beliefe and experiences play in the development 
of early childhood preservice teachers' beliefe systems, several studies have explored the 
impact of teacher education programs on students' thinking (McDermott et aL, 1995; 
Renzaglia et aL, 1997). Such studies find that course content, delivery, and assessment 
practices may serve to influence teacher candidates' beliefe, attitudes, and dispositions 
(Renzaglk et al). In addition, both teacher educators and students clam that one of the 
most beneficial aspects of a teacher preparation program is the field experience 
component (Guyton & Mclntyre, 1990). While there is no question that these 
experiences promote the development of students' beliefe and attitudes, Renzaglia et al. 
suggested that there are specific aspects of these field experiences that are particularly 
mfluential. For example, cooperating teachers who had been tramed in supervision were 
found to provide more feedback to the students participatmg m then: classrooms than did 
untrained cooperating teachers. 
The study of preservice teacher thinking may offer substantial insight into the 
impact of teacher education programs and ways in which teacher preparation methods 
can be improved (McDermott et al. 1995). Hollmgsworth (1989) suggested that when 
preservice teachers' beliefs and preconceptions are taken into account, teacher educators 
can direct students' educational experiences in a way that may produce desired 
conceptual change. 
Finally, in addition to helpmg teacher educators better prepare future teachers, 
Clark (1988) suggested that research surroundmg teacher thinking can stumulate 
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exploration into the beliefe of teacher educators themselves. For example, asking 
questions such as: "What do we as teacher educators believe about teaching and learning, 
individually and as a faculty?" and "How consistent are our espoused beliefe with our 
methods of teaching and evaluation (that is, do we practice what we preach)?' (Clark, p. 
7), can help prepare teacher educators for their work with students. 
In response to this interest m the thinking of preservice teachers, several studies 
have been conducted explormg various aspects of prospective teachers' beliefs and 
preconceptions (e.g., Reven et al., 1997; Ross & Smith, 1992; Tamk, 1991). While the 
literature base related to the development and beliefs of preservice teachers has increased 
m recent years, there are few such studies related specifically to the beliefs of early 
childhood preservice teachers (Bredekamp, 1996; Lm et al., 1998). 
In response to the need, the current study employed qualitative methods to 
address the fbllowmg research questions: What are the beliefs of preservice teachers' at 
dififerent levels m their early childhood education program? What influences the 
development of these beliefs? To explore these questions. 19 female undergraduate early 
childhood education majors participated in five focus groups and six of these students 
also participated in mdividual interviews. Students were encouraged to discuss their 
beliefs surroundmg several issues m early childhood education (e.g., teacher role, 
inclusion, parent involvement). 
METHOD 
Design 
To explore students' perceptions, qualitative research methods were employed m 
accordance with the naturalistic paradigm. Rather than lookmg for relationships of cause 
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and e£fect, qualitative methods allow for a greater understanding of human relationships 
and the mterconnectedness between factors, events, and process (Stamback & Stainback. 
1984). Qualitative methods are appropriate for the exploration of the current research 
questions because they allow greater understandmg of the personal perceptions of early 
childhood education preservice teachers and uncover the intricate details thai are difficult 
to convey with quantitative methods. According to Patton (1980), qualitative inquiry 
addresses truth as primarily a matter of perspective and then focuses on developmg a 
thorough understandmg of issues and phenomena within specific contexts rather than 
developmg generalizations that are endurmg, context-free truths. Refymg on an mductive 
method of data anafysis will allow anticipated and unanticipated varmbles to be identified 
that interact and better describe the natural setting m which student growth occurs. 
The grounded theory approach, as described by Strauss and Corbm (1998), was 
employed to develop a theoretical framework consisting of statements of relationship 
emerging from the data. These statements of relationship explam who. what, when, 
where, why, how, and with what consequences an event occurs. Strauss and Corbin 
stated that "grounded theories, because they are drawn from data, are likely to oSer 
msight, enhance understanding, and provide a meaningful guide to action" (p. 12). The 
grounded theorist begins with a homogeneous sample, collecting prmiarily interview data 
that provide a basis for the development of theoretical propositions or hypotheses 
(Creswell. 1998). In a grounded theory design, data collection, analysis, and 
development of a theoretical framework are closely related (Strauss & Corbin). Analysis 
begms with data collection; new data are compared to emerging themes and data 
collection continues until saturation occurs, in which no new information emerges during 
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coding activities (Strauss & Corbia). Throughout this process, hypotheses are developed 
and refined based on new information and insight received from data collection. 
The goal of the current study is to offer msight and understandmg into the beliefs 
of earfy childhood preservice teachers at different levels of their program. In addition, 
the current study will shed light on the muiiipie influences that nnpact the development 
of these students' perceptions. 
Participants 
Participants for this study were identified usfiog a theoretical samplmg strate©r. 
In a grounded theory design, this means that the researcher chooses participants who can 
contribute to the evolution of the theory (Creswell, 1998). For this purpose, a 
homogeneous sample of mdividuals was identified (e.g.. students majormg in early 
childhood education at Iowa State University). Based on the recommendations of 
Brotherson and Goldstein (1992), participants were chosen not only because of then: 
experience as a student of early childhood education, but because they represented 
characteristics identified as mportant selection criteria. This process and the selection 
criteria identified as important to the goals of this study are described in the followmg 
section. 
Upon approval from the Iowa State University Human Subjects Review 
Committee (Appendix A), a list of all early childhood education majors at Iowa State 
University was purchased from the Registrar's OflSce. A letter was sent to each student 
on the list (N=I68) describing the research project and requesting their participation 
(Appendbc B). Students interested m participating returned a short selection 
questionnaire containing mformation about themselves, ther experience workmg m early 
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chfldhood settings, and their education at Iowa State University (e.g.. Did you begin 
college immediately fbOowing high school? Have you been admitted to the teacher 
education licensure program?) (Appendbc C). Additionally, students returning the 
questionnaire were asked to identify tines they would be available to participate in a 
tbcus group. Seventeen students responded to this request through the mail. Due to the 
low number of responses, the researcher then contacted the professors of courses required 
for early childhood education majors and requested perm^on to visit then* classes to 
recruit additional partic^ants for this study. This resulted in an additional 61 students for 
a total of 76 students agreeing to participate m the study. 
After receivmg all of the selection questionnaires, students were assigned to one of 
four groups based on courses completed withm the early childhood program: 
• Group I (N=36) consisted of students who were begmners m the early childhood 
program. These students had completed or were enrolled in 200 level courses 
such as HD FS (Human Development and Family Studies) 220, HD FS 221, EI Ed 
(Elementary Education) 245/El Ed 268 (see Appendix D for course descriptions). 
• Group 2 (N=I7) consisted of students who, in addition to the above courses, had 
completed or were enrolled in 300 level cotirses such as HD FS 340, HD FS 343, 
HD FS 345. and El Ed 367/ EI Ed 468F. 
• Group 3 (N=l 8) consisted of students who, in addition to the above courses, had 
completed or were enrolled in 400 level courses such as HD FS 455, HD FS 456, 
El Ed 433. EI Ed 438/EI Ed 468G. and El Ed 439/ El Ed 4681. 
• Group 4 (N=7) consisted of students who had completed all of the above courses 
and were enrolled m their student teachmg experience. 
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After dividing the students mto four groups and in order to contribute to the 
homogeneity of the groups, students were elimmated from the pool if they had children 
of theu- own or were not eligible for adm^on into the Teacher Education Program. To 
fiirther promote homogeneity, students were chosen to partic^ate based on the similarity 
of their responses to items on the selection questionnaire (Le., amount of experience 
workmg with young children). The researcher attempted to choose students with similar 
experiences working with young children to aid m elnnmatn^ these experiences as a 
factor that could explam the development of their belief systems. 
The practice of creatmg groups consfeting of particular categories of participants is 
often called "segmentation" (Morgan, 1996). Morgan states that this segmentation offers 
two advantages: I) it allows for a comparative dnnension m the research project, and 2) 
it facilitates discussion by making participants snnilar to each other. To increase the 
number of students in Group I, the researcher contacted additional students who had 
completed the selection questionnanre, resulting in the scheduling of a second focus group 
with four students agreeing to participate. When the focus group was conducted, two 
students participated. This resiilted in a total sample see of four for Group I. After 
preliminary data analysis. Groups I and 2 were combmed based on the similarity of their 
responses and overall consistency between the ideas of the two groups. The combmation 
of Groups I and 2 was labeled as the Beginner Group (N=7), while Group 3 was labeled 
as the Intermediate Group (N=7) and Group 4 was labeled as the Advanced Group (N=5). 
Table I describes the number of students asked to participate in a tbcus group, those that 
agreed to participate m a focus group, and finally those that participated m a focus group. 
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Table I: Sample Sizes 
Asked to Agreed to Participated in focus 
partic^ate ui participate in focus group 
Group focus group group 
Group la 10 6 2 
(Begnmer Group) 
Group lb 6 4 2 
fBeenmer Gtoud) 
Group 2 12 
(Beginner Group) 
Group 3 11 
(Intermediate 
Group) 
Group 4 9 
(Advanced 
Group) 
The final sample included 19 white female undergraduate early childhood education 
preservice teachers at Iowa State University with a mean age of 213 years. Seventeen of 
these students had begun college nnmediately following high school, with 15 of them 
beginning at Iowa State University. Eighteen students had previous experience 
babysitting, 12 had been assistant teachers in a preschool or daycare, four had been a 
head teacher at a preschool or daycare, and three had experience working as an assistant 
m an elementary classroom. Fourteen had been admitted into the Teacher Education 
Program at Iowa Stale and the remaming five had not yet been admitted, but were eligible 
for admission (Appendices E-H). 
Researcher as an Instrument 
As the researcher in this study, I served as the key research instrument. Guba 
(1981) recommended that the researcher explicitly state his or her experiences and biases 
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that have influenced not only the choice of topic, but the questions explored m the study 
and the ways in which the data are interpreted and presented. In this section. I will 
describe my past experiences as a student, an early childhood educator, and an early 
childhood teacher educator, as these experiences provide a context in which the data are 
interpreted (Creswell, 1994). 
My personal experiences have had a strong influence on my mterest m early 
childhood teacher preparation and development. I received an undergraduate degree in 
child and femily development in a program with a curriculum snnilar to the early 
childhood education program at Iowa State University. It was durmg this time that I 
began to work with young children and build an mterest in what would lead to a graduate 
degree m early childhood education. During this time, gained hands-on experience 
workmg with young children through field experiences at the campus child development 
center and employment at a local day care center. Through this undergraduate education, 
I developed a strong knowledge base in child development and learned how to design, 
miplement, and assess appropriate programming for young children. 
Immediately foUowuig the completion of my undergraduate degree, I entered 
graduate school in the area of early childhood education. My development as an early 
childhood educator contmued as I began to integrate theory and practice. One of the 
most meanmgflil experiences I had in graduate school was the opportunity to be a head 
teacher at the Iowa State University Child Development Laboratory School. During thf<; 
time, I was not only able to continue to refine my skills as an early childhood teacher, but 
also gain new experiences, such as working in an mclusive setting. Additionally, 
teaching in the laboratory school allowed me the opportimity to supervise several 
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undergraduate practicum students and student teachers placed in my classroom, thus 
sparkmg my interest m early childhood teacher preparation. Through this experience of 
supervismg university students, I began to become aware of the needs of early childhood 
education majors through not only observation of their work with young children, but by 
listening to their reflections on their experiences m my classroom. 
Finally. I moved from teaching young children to teachmg undergraduate courses 
in child development, guidance, and curriculum. In addition to teaching course content, I 
believe that an mportant part of my role was to relay the mportance of workmg with 
young children and preparing students to be able to share this importance with the 
community. Working with students m ths context contributed to my mterest in the 
development of early childhood preservice teachers' beliefs concerning the field of early 
childhood education and how these beliefe nnpact how we, as teacher educators, prepare 
students to be teachers of young children. 
Setting 
Participants in this study were Early Childhood Education majors at Iowa State 
University. This major is jointly administered by the Department of Curriculum and 
Instruction in the College of Education and the Department of Human Development and 
Family Studies in the College of Family and Consumer Sciences. In addition to general 
education courses, early childhood education students complete courses in child and 
family development, preprimary and primary curricula, assessment, programming, and 
teaching strategies and methods (Appendbc I). The courses are designed to prepare 
students for work with typically developmg children and those diagnosed with special 
needs. Several courses include a laboratory component cons^mg of 2-4 hours per week 
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m an early chfldhood education program. After completing the first 60 credits of the 
early childhood education curriculum, students must be admitted to the Teacher 
Education Program requiring a cumulative Iowa State grade point average of 2.5 and an 
ACT composite score of 19. Students who do not have an ACT score of 19 may take the 
Pre-professional Skills Test (PPST) and gain admission mto the program by recerv-mg 
mmimum scores in the areas of reading, writing, and mathematics (172,172. and 170 
respectively). Durmg their final semester at Iowa State University, students participate m 
a student teachmg experience consisting of one eight-week placement ni a preschool 
setting and one eight-week placement m a prmiary (kmdergarten through third grade) 
classroom. One of these two placements must be an inclusive setting that serves both 
children with and without speckl needs. At the completion of their degree program 
students have completed approxinatefy 250 hours of early childhood field experience. 
Graduates of this program are eligible for an Iowa teaching license for pre-kmdergarten 
through third grade, includmg children with and without special needs. 
Data Collection Procedures 
In order to gather mformation surroimding preservice teachers* perceptions, a 
combmation of focus groups and individual interviews was used. Researchers often 
choose to employ both mdividual and group interview techmques because they combine 
the greater depth afforded by mdividual mterviews with the greater breadth of group 
interviews (Morgaru 1996). In the current study, focus groups were conducted first, 
followed by indi\idual interviews with t\\o students from each group (Beginner, 
Intermediate, and Advanced). According to Morgan, thfe strategy is beneficial because it 
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allows the researcher to frst identify a range of perspectives and experiences, and then to 
gather further information, addmg more depth where needed. 
Focus Groups 
As discussed previousfy, partic^ants were chosen, to participate in a focus group 
based on thecr responses to the selection questionnafre (Appendix C). In an attempt to 
ensure students* attendance, telephone calls were made to each participant the day prior 
to the meeting. Dinner was served to con^nsate students for then: time. 
Upon arrival, students were asked to wear nametags and sign a consent form 
outlmmg the goals and procedures of the focus group and guaranteeing the confidentiality 
of then: identities (Appendbc J). Prior to the focus group, students were allowed to eat 
dinner and socmlke with other members. 
Each focus group lasted approximately I to I '/s hours. Students were seated 
around a table with nametags identifymg each person. This allowed students to call each 
other by name or be called upon by the researcher. After a brief mtroduction and a 
description of the meetmg to be held, the discussion began with each student describing 
her experiences working with children. Durmg this meetmg, the researcher^s role was to 
guide the discussion. To do this, the researcher used a guide contammg questions to 
discuss throughout the meetmg (e.g.. What do you believe is the teachers role m early 
childhood education? What do you think is diflScuIt about working with young 
children?) (Appendix K). Guides were slightly different for each focus group based on 
the characteristics of the group. For example, students m the Advanced Group were 
asked to reflect on their beliefs and changes that may have occurred from when they first 
decided to major in early childhood education. Questions of this nature would not have 
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been appropriate for the Begmner Group as many of these students had only recently 
made the decision to major m early childhood education. Prior to conductmg each focus 
group, the guides were reviewed and altered based oa the responses of previoxis groups. 
An ass^ant moderator, a graduate students trained m focus group methodology, was in 
attendance at each meeting to take notes, handle the environmental conditions, and 
respond to unexpected interruptions. Each session was audio taped and video taped and 
then transcribed by the researcher and two undergraduate research assistants. 
Individual Interviews 
Following the completion of each focus group, several students were asked to 
participate in an individual interview. Students were chosen based on their ability to 
contribute msightfiil information m an individual mterview format. Questions for the 
mdividual interviews were developed based on the information discussed in the focus 
groups. The mterview questions were designed to clarify and expand on topics discussed 
m the focus groups, as well as to explore any new topics of interest that arose from the 
focus group discussion (e.g.. Describe the relationship you want to have with the children 
with whom you work. What skills do you believe teachers need to have to be successful 
working in an inclusive settmg?) (Appendix L). Interviews were conducted until 
saturation was accomplished meaning that no further insight was gained from the 
addition of new data (CreswelL 1998). Six mdividual interviews were conducted, two 
from each grovtp (Begmnmg, Intermediate and Advanced). 
Trustworthiness 
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), one of the mam questions to be 
considered by qualitative researchers is: "How can an mquirer persuade his or her 
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audiences (including bcIi) ihaL tlic Cndingb of an inquir> are worm paying aueniioa lo. 
worth takmg account of?" (p. 290). Researchers agree that there are certain mdicators of 
rigor that are consistent with the paradigmatic assxunptions underlying qualitative 
research- Qualitative researchers address these indicators by establishing the 
Trustworthmess" of a study and make several recommendations lo ensure that a study is 
credible and useM (Guba, 1981). This section will describe accepted criterk for 
assessmg the tnistworthmess of naturalistic mqumes and how they are addressed in the 
current study. 
Credibility 
One issue of importance for any researcher is ensuring that his or her findmgs are 
plausible or have a high "truth value." Accordmg to Guba (1981), naturalists address this 
issue of truth value through establishmg the credibility of their study. In this study, the 
methods of peer debriefing, triangulation, and member checks were employed to address 
issues of credibility. Accordmg to Guba, a peer debriefing component in this study 
required the researcher to interact with other professionals, such as members of the 
dissertation committee, to address questions as they arose throughout the research 
process. In addition, peer debriefing was accomplished through employmg three other 
mdividuals to review portions of the data and verify the researchers mterpretations. Two 
of these individuals were graduate students tramed in qualitative methodology and the 
third indhadual was an early childhood educator. In a meeting with these three 
mdividuals, each member described the themes that they believed were apparent from 
their review of the transcripts and the members worked until there was agreement upon 
the content and grouping of the themes and sub-themes. 
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Smiilarly, member checks were conducted which, according to Guba (I98I), 
"goes to the heart of the credibility criterion" (p. 85). In doing member checks, a 
summary of themes and interpretations was mailed to each of the individual mterview 
partic^ants in order to confirm the accuracy of ther meanmgs. The participants were 
asked to return the letter if they had any disagreements or additions to the summaries. 
When no participants replied, the researcher called each one and they all expressed 
agreement with the summaries. 
The third method used to nnprove the probability that findings of the current 
study will be found credible is that of triangulation. There are four different methods of 
triangulation that researchers may use, includmg the use of multiple and dfflferent data 
sources, methods, investigators, and theories (Denzm, 1978). This study employed the 
use of triangulation through conductmg focus groups and mterviews with several 
different participants. Accordmg to Diesing (1972), this allows for contextual validation, 
which is to "evaluate a source of evidence by collecting other kinds of evidence about the 
source...to locate the characteristic pattern of distortion in a source" (pp. 147-148). In 
addition, triangulation was accomplished through employing the three previously 
described mdrviduals to review and verify the researcher's interpretations. 
Transferability 
Due to the belief that nearly all sockl/behavioral phenomena are context bound, 
naturalists do not believe it is possible to generalce their findings across populations 
(Guba, 1981). Instead, the researcher attempts to provide a thick description that will 
enable the reader to make the decision as to whether the findings may be applied 
successfiilly to a similar setting (Lincoln & Guba. 1985). A thick description of the 
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context of the current study was developed by thoroughly describing the undergraduate 
early childhood education program at Iowa State University. In addition, information 
was collected regardu^ the educational background of the participants, as well as the 
amount of experience they had working with young children. This allows the researcher, 
as weU as the reader, to make decisions as to how these issues may influence the fiidings. 
Another way the issue of transferability was addressed was through the use of purposive 
sampling. The goal of this method of sampling is to choose partic^ants who share 
commonalities and have a lot of information surrounding the topic of mterest, as well as a 
breadth and depth of related experience (Patton, 1980). Usmg this technique, 
"participants are included based upon specific criteria identified by the researchers as 
most relevant to the research questions" (Brotherson. 1994, p. 109). This will mcrease 
the likelihood that the findmgs of this study will be applicable to similar groups of people 
m similar settings or contexts. 
Dependability 
The researcher attempts to ensure dependability in order to determme the 
likelihood that the findings of an mquiry would be repeated if the study were replicated 
with snnilar participants in a sunilar context (Guba, I98I). To address the issue of 
dependability, the researcher established an audit trail and arranged for a dependability 
audit. This entailed keeping a written account of steps taken during the research process, 
including interview transcripts, decisions made during the course of the study, and 
personal reflections of feelings and interpretations. Additionally, an auditor was 
employed to examine the procedures used m this study to confirm that they fall within the 
realm of generaify accepted practice. The auditor, a graduate student trailed m 
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qualitative methodology, also exammed the researchers interpretations to ensure that 
they can be justified fi-om the data (Lincoln & Gufaa, 1985). 
Coafirmability 
Establishmg confirmability serves to ensure the neutrality of the findings. In 
other words, Ihe degree to which the findings of an inquiry are a ftmction solely of 
subjects (respondents) and conditions of the inquiry and not of the biases, motivations, 
interests, perspectives, and so on of the inquier" (Guba, 1981, p. 80). The previously 
described audit will contribute to the confcmability of thk study. The auditor reviewed 
the frndings to ensure that they were grounded ui the data and that in&rences made were 
logicaL In addition, the auditor paid close attention to the appropriateness of category 
labels, quality of mterpretations, and the possibility of alternative explanations (Lmcoln 
& Cuba, 1985). An attempt was also made to ensure confiraaability through the use of 
triangulation and describmg the personal biases and experiences of the researcher in the 
&3al report, a technique identified by Guba (1981) as practicing reflexmty. By usmg 
these methods to establfeh the trustworthiness of this study, the goal is to allow the reader 
to develop confidence m the findings. 
Data Analvsis 
Analysis in grounded theory is systematic and involves three major types of 
codmg: open coding, axial coding, and selective coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). In 
the open codmg phase of analysis, the researcher groups common ideas into categories. 
In the second phase, axial codmg, relationships between categories and ideas are 
identified. Finally, m the selective coding phase, the researcher attempts to explam these 
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relationships to the reader. This section will describe this process and its use in the 
current study. 
Open Coding 
The open coding phase of this study began with close exammation of the data 
through the readmg and rereading of the transcripts in order to identify concepts that 
emerged during the interview process. Accordmg to Strauss and Corbin (1990), a 
concept is a representation of an event, object, or action that fe identified as being 
significant withm the data. The purpose of this step is to allow the researcher to group 
concepts that share common characteristics or related meanmgs under a common name or 
classificatioiL The next step was to group the identified concepts under a broader, higher 
order concept called a category. Groupmg concepts mto categories allows the researcher 
to reduce the number of units with which he or she is workmg and depict the problems, 
Ksues, concerns, and matters that are important to the individuals bemg studied (Strauss 
& Corbin). 
Axial Coding 
Once an initial set of categories was developed, connections were made between 
the categories and their sub-categories, in a process known as axial coding. Accordmg to 
Strauss (1987) axial coding involves several basic tasks: I) continumg the process of 
identifymg properties of categories and sub-categories; this task was begun during open 
codmg; 2) identifymg the various conditions, actions, and consequences related to a 
phenomenon; 3) relating categories to ther sub-categories through statements which 
describe the relationship: and 4) looking for cues in the data which may describe how 
major categories might be related to each other. In sum, "when analysts code axially. 
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they look for answers to questions such as why or how come, where, when, how, and 
with what results, and m so doing they uncover relationsh^s among categories" (Strauss 
& Corbm, 1998, p. 127). These relationships are called conditions. Several conditions 
may emerge during this stage of analysis. For example, the researcher may recognke 
important aspects of the context in which it is embedded, strategies which may be used to 
address the phenomenon, conditions that may mtervene with these strategies, and the 
consequences of those strategies. This codmg phase aids m fbrmmg hypotheses and 
propositions for theory development. 
Selective coding. 
The final coding step, selective codmg, is the process of integrating and refiling 
the categories. During the process, the researcher brmgs the mformation back together 
and writes a narrative about the connection between the results and the research question. 
This involves identifymg the core categories/phenomena, explaining the relationship 
between the core categories and sub-categories, and validatmg those relationships against 
the data. Finally, the researcher refines and/or fiirther develops categories if needed. It is 
mportant to note that the above coding steps need not occur only in a Imear fashion. 
Strauss and Corbin (1990) state that, through the research process, the researcher moves 
back and forth between each of the steps, at tnnes conducting them simultaneously. 
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
Upon the previously described coding of the data, five major themes emerged 
from the analysis of student responses: 
1) Children s Learning and Development 
2) Working with Groups of Qiildren 
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3) Relationships 
4) Inclusion 
5) Professional Issues in Early Childhood Education 
This section will describe participants' beliefe surrotmding each of 
these topics. When the three groups (Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced) spoke of an 
issue m a similar way, quotes have been included that clearly represent students" 
viewpoints. When the three groups described differing perceptions on a topic, a quote 
from each group have been included to demonstrate the range of opmons. 
Children's Leamme and Development. 
In relation to their views surrounding children's leammg and development, 
participants discussed three main topics: I) Characteristics of children as learners; 2) 
What young children should learn; and 3) How young children learn. 
Children as Learners 
Participants m the three groups had similar responses concerning the 
characteristics of young children as learners. A common topic of discussion among 
participants was their belief that young children are mtemally motivated to leam. Several 
participants talked about the joy they get from watching children "absorb" information 
and dBcover thmgs independently. Participants commented frequently on children's 
love for exploration and their natural curiosity. 
They ask questions. They ask questions about your life. They want to 
find out about the world. They are just amous and they like to have fim. 
They like to just do thmgs. They want to try this and experraient to see 
what happens if we do this. And they're constantly domg thmgs and trymg 
new thmgs. Most children have that, you know, motivation mside them 
that they want to know what is out there and want to look for things and 
solve that puzzle by themselves. (Advanced Focus Group; 92899) 
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Another belief conunon across the three groups was that children have a wide 
range of abilities and that early childhood teachers need to be aware of these difiEerences 
to promote children's mdividual development. They believe that teaching yoimg children 
is diflBcult because of their individual diSerences and because children change so quickly 
m their early childhood years. 
I thmk that it's hard and difiBcult for me that there's all sorts of levels of 
abilities at this ^e. Not to say that once they get older there's not, but 
now a child who is two years old may know aH of his colors and alphabet 
and some of them don't know anythmg. It's difficult for me that it's like that— 
the range of abilities. (Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
Many participants were also concerned that adults may underestimate yoimg 
children's ability and capacity to leariL 
I thmk, also, you don't underestimate little kids. They have so 
much potential and I thmk a lot of people that don't work with kids 
underestimate them. (Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
I thmk they have a lot more potentM than a lot of adults give them credit 
for. And I thmk that if teachers keep challenging them, keep pushing them 
to be (maudible) they'll leam a lot more. Also [the chfldrenj think that they 
can do more. They'll say "Wow[ I did this[" (Intermediate Focus 
Group; I0I099) 
Fmally, several participants discussed the importance of a child's early years and 
how experiences in early childhood education can have a lasting nnpact on a chfld's 
learning. 
Well, I thmk it's the foundation for their whole lives. At this age, children 
are leammg so much and we influence, you know, what they leam and 
what they take with them for the rest of thet lives through high school and 
college. Everything they do b dependent on these first few years. 
(Beginner Focus Group; 101099) 
And plus, m the early years, they're going to set their mode m whether 
they're gomg to like school or not gomg to like school. You know, it's 
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probably going to affect how later m life they're gomg to feel about school 
(Beginner Focus Group; 101099) 
What Children Should Leani 
When describing the content they believe young children should leam through 
then: early chfldhood experiences, members of all three groups described the unportance 
of helpmg young children develop a love and enthusiasm for learning. 
I thfnlc that's what's really unportant. Is that it's up to you to give them—if 
they're going to like school or if they're not gomg to like schooL If you're able to 
be enthusiastic and love books and love leam^ and you can carry t^t over mto 
the child, then I thmk it goes with them the finther along that they go. 
(Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
In addition, many participants mentioned that through theu- early childhood 
experiences, children gain the skills and strategies needed to become lifelong learners. 
At that stage they're starting to leam how to leam. You're teaching them 
leammg strategies and how to get the most out of activities by asking 
questions and bemg mvolved. I think that's nnportant for the later years. 
(Begmner Focus Group; IOI099) 
Participants also agreed that more emphasis should be placed on social and 
emotional skills such as mteracting with others, becoming independent, and developing 
self^^eem than on academic content such as math and science. This is sknilar to the 
&idmgs of Cassidy and Lawrence (2000) who found that teachers placed more emphasis 
on socio-emotional development than other developmental domams. The followmg 
quotations illustrate tiiis belief. 
I think I agree with what Jill said, that it's a foundation and they come up with a sense 
of who they are and their self^eem m these early ages and that aflfects your whole 
life. I think as ECE educators that's just an nnportant thmg m itself right there—to 
establish their self^steem and help them see a value ^stem and just to stimulate 
them like that. More so even maybe than stnnulating then: cognitive development, 
it's more getting them to feel good about themselves and establishmg a 
proper self^eem. (Begmner Focus Group; 101099) 
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But I think the big one that stands out is just the relationships between 
peers and how to act around adults and things like that. Because those 
skills are gomg to transfer over into schooL (Advanced Interview; 121599) 
I thM^ seemg kids going firom a skill that you teach them to being able to 
do it on their own. The big thing for me is^ like^ teaching a child the social 
slnTTs they need and then seemg a child initiate those on then: own. You 
know, when a friend gets hurt you naodel, ~You can ask them, are you ok? 
You can do this and that." and then seeing them do that on their own 
without your assistance anymore is a big thing for me. Just going from 
you helping to bemg mdependent is really what I like to see, I guess. 
(Advanced Focus Group; 92899) 
Trymg to teach them about feelings, I guess. 1 would say academics in 
some sense, but I would say more when they get older. I don't think that 
through the developmental stages o^ like, bnth through three or four years 
old that it^s totally necessary that you have to be teachmg them every 
smgle academic skill necessary. I mean, I know a lot of parents are like, 
"Well, she doesn't know her ABC's yet, she doesn't know her colors yet." 
But I think more, like, just real life skills that they need to know, you know? 
They're more important than the academic thmgs at that age. I mean, 
how to get along with people. (Intermediate Interview; 5900) 
Participants were also concerned that children learn an acceptance of and 
sensitivity to differences through their early childhood experiences-
It would be important to me to have an environment in our classroom 
where everyone is acceptmg of each other. You know that there is a lot 
of diversity. There's different colors in the room, but it's not supposed to 
affect us. That's a lot...It's very important as a teacher right now. 
Especially to society—to teach acceptance to them. And hopefully, I can 
do that in the future. (Beginner Focus Group; I0I099) 
Several participants also shared the belief that it may be necessary to teach children a 
variety of basic skills such as dressing themselves and eating mdependently. 
I guess probably just various thmgs like toilet training, eating habits. I 
guess just like learning how to use utensils and stufTlike that because I 
thmk with those two thmgs, sometimes dependuag on thefr famify life, they 
might not get at home. (Intermediate Interview; 5900) 
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An mteresting diflerence betweea the three groups was that only the Advanced Group 
spoke of the importance of identifying femily priorities when designing experiences for 
young children, which had been identified by Katz (1991) as an important criteria for 
determming what young children should leanu 
And parent expectations, I tfarak that has to guide a little bit. Becaxise 
there are certam things that parents want then: kids to leam that can 
easily be worked into the curriculum and I thmk that's important because 
parents often know what thenr children need to leam and what their 
children want to leam. I think you can leam a lot fi:om them. (Advanced 
Interview; 121599) 
Even though this group of students described the importance of recognmng femily 
priorities, it is interesting that students placed such little emphasis on the areas of 
language development, motor development, and cognitive development. Accordmg to 
Cassidy and Lawrence (2000), this lack of emphasfe, in spite of the fact that these areas 
are often deemed important by parents and adrnmistrators, may indicate that students are 
unaware of or not as concerned about these areas of development. It ^ possible that 
students perceive a less didactic approach to teaching these skills and concepts as 
meaning that the teachmg of such content is not important. For example, earfy childhood 
teacher education programs typically favor naturalistic methods such as providing a print-
rich environment to teach letter recognition to preschoolers. Perhaps students interpret 
this as meaning that letter recognition is a skill that is not necessary to address until the 
child is older. Teacher educators need to approach this topic with care, monitoring 
students' interpretation of specific teaching methods. 
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How Children Learn 
When describing the ways that young children leam best, students' responses in 
the current study are similar those of students m a study conducted by Lin et aL (1998). 
The students m the Lm et aL study believed that '^ learning is best where students have 
opportunities tor self^iiscovery, where the atmosphere in the room is non-threatening, 
and where the teacher considers individual differences at the same time" (p. 12). 
Participants in the current study frequently spoke of allowmg children to explore then: 
envn'onment and givmg them hands-on experiences. 
You know hands-on experiences for children are one of the best ways 
that they leam. Because I know when I grew up 1 didn't have that. We sat 
m the classroom and the teacher talked to you and you didn't have a lot of 
chance to get up and move around. And working especmlly ui the child 
care settmg where you see that happenmg so much and you know that 
they are learning so much more than if you just sat down and lectured 
them all day. (Beginner Focus Group; 101099) 
Lettmg them actually touch and hands-on experience—because that way 
they'll remember it. It gives them an experience to tie knowledge to and 
they're more Ukely to remember it if they can remember that experience. 
(Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
Participants also discussed the importance of providmg fim and mterestmg 
experiences for children. They emphasized the fact that children leam through play, 
describing experiences such as drill and practice activities. lecturing, and worksheets as 
mappropriate for young children. 
And you know, like I said, learning at this age shouldn't be like. "Ok. 
We're going to sit at a desk and we're gomg to do this worksheet." You 
know? It should be incorporated mto an actmty that they can relate to. 
Like, do it about Pokemon. Incorporate Pokemon or something that 
catches their attention and that is fun and interestmg to them and they will 
leam it. (Beginner Focus Group; 4400) 
[ thmk they team well by discovering it for themselves, not sitting up there 
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tellmg them.''This is the color red." Like drilling them all of the tnne. Just 
like any daily mteraction. Talking about different things with thenu colors. 
theff name, sociai skills. Making it a way that's fim for them. Having a 
little place where they can explore. Havmg, like, a science station or 
somethmg they can explore with, like leaves or give them the kind of 
nature that they can feel free to do it on then: own. (Advanced Focus 
Group;92899) 
Each of the three groups also talked about the importance of modeling as a 
teaching strategy when working with young children. Participants stated that children 
learn wett by watching others, mcludmg both adults and other childrerL 
I thmk kids also leam by teachmg each other. Because a lot of tunes if 
you just show one child a concept, and maybe partfy because they are 
nnitating you, but also they^re really willmg to help another child if you give 
them that opportunity. When a child raises theur hand or asks for help, just 
saying, "Why don't you ask some of your friends if they can help you?" Other 
kids will try and teach them, too. So by their peers, also. (Beginner Focus 
Group;I0I799) 
Another common idea among the members of three groups was that showmg an 
interest m the children and an enthusiasm for teachmg can have an nnpact on how 
children leariL 
You can show an interest in them. A kid can tell if you like your job. I 
mean, you can all thmk back to a teacher that you know didn't love then: 
job. You have great teachers and kids know that. If a kid knows that you 
want to be there and you're excited about teaching, that helps them learn, 
I think. (Advanced Focus Group; 92899) 
When examinmg participants' responses concerning how young children learri, 
there was one unportant difference between the groups. While the Beginner Group 
seemed to have an overall awareness of children's diflfering abilities, they did not speak 
o f ways that teachers can facilitate the learning of mdividual children. They offered 
strategies for making leammg fun and interestmg for the group as a whole, while the 
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Intermediaie and Ad\'anced Groups talked about using ther knowledge of children's 
unique interests and abilities to enhance the individual child's learning. 
You can help them by being tuned into each one individually, like giving 
them the tools that they need to leam on their own. Each Idd is diferent. 
Some kids will get one thing, some kids will get somethmg else. 
(Advanced Focus Group; 92899) 
I thmk it's important to find out what they're interested in. If they're not 
interested, then they're not going to leam. I know the thmgs that I 
remember learning as a child are the things I was interested in—the rest 
was out the wmdow. If it didn't interest me, then I didn't care. (Advanced 
Focus Group; 92899) 
I think providing lots of different experiences—because all chfldren leam m 
different ways and so that way, if you have lots of experiences you're sure 
to fed somethmg that they all enjoy and can benefit from. (Intermediate 
Focus Group; 101099) 
Additionally, the Intermediate and Advanced Groups believed that children team 
best when the mfbrmation is not only presented ai a fun and mteresting manner, but is 
also relevant and meaningfiil to them as mdividuals. Katz (1991) agreed with this idea, 
statmg that experiences that will extend, deepen, and improve children's imderstandmgs 
of their own environments and experiences are worth emphasmng. 
I think part of it is things that are relevant to them, too. Like, teach them 
about Iowa, teach about things they can go and see. Teach about 
fermmg...they're not old enough to conceptualize certain thmgs that aren't 
withm where they can see it. So teach about thmgs around them. 
(Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
I think children team when they see different areas of education throughout the 
real world and how it's applied m real life situations. Like, yeah, 2+2=4, but let's 
see that m a real situation. Let's use that and I thmk that's how they leam—if you 
can make it meaningfiil to them so they can see how it is used m a situation. I 
thmk that's how they leara. See how it can be usefiil to them. (Advanced Focus 
Group; 92899) 
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Working with Groups of Chfldren 
When discussing then- work witii groups of young children, participants talked 
about three main topics: 1) Classroom guidance and disciplme; 2) Curriculum and 
planning; and 3) Characteristics of a good early childhood teacher. 
Classroom Guidance and Discipline 
An issue that participants in all three groups spoke of frequently was guidance 
and discipline, which has been cited by Hollingsworth (1989) as one of beginnmg 
teachers' biggest concerns. When given the opportunity to describe changes in their 
beliefs surroundmg early childhood education, participants m all three groups described 
substantial changes m their views toward guidance and disciplme. 
Fve babysat for years and years, but even when I do go back and babysit 
some of the kids now, I notice a difference in the way I do use guidance 
with them and things. I don't know, 'cause when I first started working 
with kids and babysittmg and stufi^ more of it came from what I was used 
to from my parents and thmgs. And now my classes have kmd of changed 
it. Just because—it's hard to explain—I just learned a lot more techniques 
and how to better treat kids and how to respect them more, [ thmk. 
(Beginner Interview; 11400) 
I think my dealing with disciplme has changed the most. 'Cause when I 
first came in and I was workmg with kids before I was just kind of like, 
"Ooh. don't hit!" or somethmg like that. You never reafeed how much went into 
disciplining kids and how little people know about the whole subject of disciplme. 
(Intermedkte Focus Group; 101099) 
Classroom management has gotten a lot better and I feel like, before I 
didn't know what to do and so I would rather just ignore it than do 
something about it. And now, I find myseK I never back down. Never 
even think about backing down. (Advanced Interview: 121599) 
Even though participants in each group described an overall change m then-
beliefe toward guidance and disciplme, they described the strategies that they use to 
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handle guidance situations in very different ways. For example, the Begmner Group 
talked prnnarily about the in^rtance of speaking to young children m a positive way. 
A lot more feedback and just being more positive m it. I remember one 
thing I learned m one class was not to say "no" so much, maybe "stop" 
mstead and I think that's really neat. It just sounds a lot less negative and 
kids react a lot better to it. (Begmner Interview; 11400) 
The Intermediate and Advanced Groups, however, described specific strategies 
such, as redirection and providmg children with clear expectations for their behavior. 
Having clear expectations, just to begin with. And have them help 
estabGsh the rules that can't be broken and you just have to be firm and 
consistent, also, I thmk. Domg that, you can establish a lot of respect and that'll 
help a lot, I think. (Intermediate Foctis Group; 101099) 
In addition, the Advanced Group described ways to prevent conflict situations 
fi-om occurring in the classroom, as well as the importance of implementing strategies 
that best meet the unique needs of individual children. 
Now that we know the kids and, like, I know when somethmg's about to 
happen—^you can stop it. But before then I wouldn't have picked up on all 
the clues. (Advanced Focus Group; 92899) 
Not surprisingly, one of the most obvious difierences between the three groups 
was participants' level of confidence when handling guidance situations. While all three 
groups expressed the opinion that handling giudance and discipline was challenging, 
analysis shows that as they have more trainmg and experience, participants feel more 
equipped to handle such situations. 
...but discipline—I'm hopmg I won't have to do much of that. That's 
something I don't like. (Begmner Focus Group: 101799) 
I thmk that's one of the big things that has changed, is my dealmg with 
disc^Iine. Before I was very avoidant. I don't like confrontation and I'm a 
very non-confrontational person and that was always the hardest thing for 
me to do. I never knew what to do in those situations and now I feel a little 
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bit more equipped to deal with discipline situations. (Intermediate Focus 
Group; 101099) 
You know, if somebody's completely domg somethmg they're not 
supposed to, it's usualfy those really tough situations where a four-year-
old is kicking and scream^ and tiy^ to bite and all that. That would 
have made me run the other dkection a long time ago. And now, I don't 
even tMak twice. It's like it's become an automatic thmg. Which I never 
thought would happen. Never, ever, ever... And now, it's just becoming 
second nature, which is nice. I mean, I still do a lot of reflecting and a lot 
of asking other teachers, but I never thought it would feel so natural after 
awhile. So that's nice—that's a big confidence booster when you start 
feeling that way. (Advanced Interview; 121599) 
Curriculum and Planning 
Participants m the three groups approached the issue of curriculum and planning 
in very different ways. The Beginner Group spoke frequently about planning activities 
that were appropriate for the children's developmental level. They believe that an 
awareness of children's developmental needs simplifies the process of selecting and 
nnplementmg appropriate activities. They also described a goal for themselves as being 
able to use then: creativity to design "neat'* activities for children. Several of these 
beginnmg participants described their ideal classroom and how they would include 
activities covering a wide variety of curricular areas, such as math, science, literacy, and 
art. 
I think it will be cool. I know a lot about a lot of different things, like 
science and art and math. Tm good with computers and I play some 
music. It will be cool to just—I want mstruments m my classroom. I want 
a lot of art supplies. I want a lot of computer stuflfl I want technology in 
there so that the kids can leam and just play and explore and do all sorts 
of different things. (Begmner Focus Group; 101799) 
In addition, participants in the Beginner Group talked of the nnportance of the 
environment in promoting children's leammg: 
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I think the environment in generaL The teachers should have a warm. 
invitmg feeling so that the environment is very warm and the kids feel 
secure. And I also thmk the mater^ used should be at the^ level and so 
they can operate it, so th^ wouldn't have so much aduJt mteraction. 
Some things they can do by themselves. (Beginner Focus Group; 
10I099) 
Participants in the Intermediate Group seem to be confident about their ability to 
choose appropriate activities, but realize that it is more difScuIt and tme consummg than 
they once expected. 
And you're always looking...! feel like I'm the teacher already because I'm 
always lookmg for books or lookmg for ways to get across to them 
experiences that kids could have. It's like I want to shut my brain down 
and say "Stop!", but I can't do that. (Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
In addition, participants ni the Intermediate Group talked about the challenge of 
designmg the curriculum to meet the needs of individual chfldren. 
I thmk I realize more that every child is different and that every child 
learns differently where when I started, makmg a lesson plan wouldn't 
have been such a big deal because I would Just make a lesson plan and 
aH of the kids would do it. Where now I realize that you would have to 
make some adaptations for the children so that every one of them can do 
it and be successfiil with it. (Intermediate Interview; 5900) 
While the Intermediate Group spoke briefly about planning for individual children 
within the group, the Advanced Group seemed to talk solely about this issue and the 
challenges that they faced when confronted with this task. Participants in the 
Intermediate Group were mostly concerned with choosmg actwities that could be easily 
adapted to meet the needs of each child, while the Advanced Group expressed a greater 
concern about the actual nnplementation of these activities. 
Adapting one large group activity for each child. What is gomg to be 
effective for each child? How can I engage all of them? How can I get 
each one to partidpate? Or you have to thmk of all of then* interests and 
all of their abilities. I have no idea. (Advanced Focus Group: 92899) 
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Who should I be targeting? I'm just thmkmg I didn't realize there's so 
much pIannmg...you de&itely need to set goals, objectives for your kids 
at the very begmnmg and follow through. (Advanced Focus Group; 
92899) 
Related to the issue of curriculum and planning, it was interesting that students m 
the Intermedrate Group seemed more confident about their abilities than did students m 
the Advanced Group. One explanation for this is that while participating in their student 
teachmg experiences, students in the Advanced Group have had the opportunity to 
become aware of the realities of planning for a diverse group of children. They have also 
been able to identify theff areas of percewed personal weakness and, therefore, are 
questionmg their abilities in this area. The students m the Intermediate Group, however, 
are armed with mformation and feels ready to implement thenr skills in any setting. 
Characteristics of a Good Early Childhood Teacher 
Throughout the focus groups and mterviews, participants ofifered msight into what 
they believe makes a good early childhood teacher. They expressed these beliefs not 
only through speakmg about teachers that they had observed, but also by identifying 
goals that they have for themselves as they become early childhood teachers. The three 
groups held similar beliefs surrounding this topic. They believe that a good teacher 
possesses characteristics such as a love for teaching, flexibility, patience, compassion, 
and organization. 
She totally enjoys her job, like, she loves it. And she's not overbearing. 
She lets kids be creative and experiiaient with things for themselves... (Beginner 
Focus Group; 4400) 
Enthusiasm and spontaneous. Being able to go with the flow. You have to 
convey that you're carmg and love them, but you need to—^you have to be the 
kmd of person they'll respect also. (Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
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Organized, creative—or if they're not, then usmg other resources to spark 
that. Flexible, open-minded, tnne efBcient, energetic, caring, sensitive, to 
be able to set Innits, intuitive to wiiat is gomg on around them, thmtrfng 
about their needs. (Advance Focus Group; 92899) 
These findings are similar to those of Lui et al. (1998) who found that students 
believed that personal characteristics such as patience and love are important 
contributions of good teachers. 
Participants also believed that it is nnportant for an earfy childhood teacher to be 
able to work well with others and be open-mined to various opmions and cultures that 
they will encounter. 
[ think that's a benefit. You know, just havmg more experience with and 
bemg open-mmded about drSerent cultures and dfiSerent kinds of things. 
(Begnmer Focus Group; 4400) 
Good listener both to kids and parents and your colleagues. (Advanced 
Focus Group; 92899) 
Students' emphasis on character^ics promoting positive interpersonal 
relationships is consistent with past research related to students' descriptions of "good 
teachers." A study by Wemstem (1989) found that preservice teachers tend to de-
emphasize the academic aspects of teaching. The study demonstrated that early 
childhood/elementary education students stressed social and affective variables such as 
patience, concerru and enthusiasm as nnportant characteristics of good teachers. 
Weinstem suggested that while these characteristics are desfrable. "conceptions of 
teaching that omit cognitive concerns are incomplete and tend to diminish the importance 
of pedagogical and subject matter knowledge" (p. 59). She recommended that teacher 
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educators explore ways in which the skills, understandings, and cognitive capacities 
necessary for effective teaching can best be relayed to students. 
Relationships 
Participants m the three groups described their thoughts concerning the 
relationships that they would develop in an early childhood settmg, including: I) 
Relationsh^s with children; and 2) Relationships with families. 
Reiatioaships with Children 
When describing the relationships that they would like to have with the children 
with whom they will be working, most participants stated that they envision a lovmg and 
caring relationship. They described themselves as bemg a "nurturer", givmg hugs when 
needed and offering frequent praise. They also described the nnportance of bemg 
someone that the children could trust, as well as providing an envirorraient where 
children can feel safe. 
.'Another thmg, which I hope this wouldn't be happening, but for some kids 
who are coming from a rough home or something, maybe school could be 
a place they know they are gomg to be safe. That someone's caring 
al>out them. They know a teacher cares about them. They have friends 
there. They can enjoy themselves without having to be worried that something 
terrible will happen to them. A safe envnronment for them to hopefully 
grow. (Advanced Focus Group; 92899) 
Panicipants also believe teachers should support children when they try new 
things and guide them in their learning experiences. 
I would say somebody to support and guide them. You need to kind of 
give them some freedom, but head them m the direction that... I mean, they 
want to learn, but you need to give them those opportunities and provide 
the encouragement for them to do so. (Intermediate Focus Group; 
101099) 
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Additionally, participants believe that early ctifldhood educators are role models 
for young children, both in and out of the classroom. 
I thmk role modeling m today's society is a very big portion of what we do. 
Some of them don't have a stable environment except for schooL We talk about 
be^ a positive role model, someone who's excited about learning, excited about 
being there with them, to kind of make them think, "Oh yeah. Somebody does 
care about learning and I can be like thenu" (Intermedkte Focus Group; I0I099) 
.^d then along with how children watch your every move, you have to 
always be a role model even when you are part of the community. 
Because kids notice if you attend little league or support them and I don't 
think it's a very good role model for teachers to have other extra curricular 
activities that the kids could fed out about. I thmk you always have to be 
a role model at all tines, even when you don't realce that you are bemg 
watched. (Begmner Focus Group; 101799) 
Participants also expressed concern that earfy childhood teachers are frequently 
called upon to flilfill the role of a parent by meetmg then- basic needs and providing the 
love, attention, and stability that some children may not receive at home. 
I thmk one thing that has come up that I've just seen and have had 
teachers teli me...a lot of thmgs like hygiene ssues and Just maybe not 
havmg a parent there as much as they need them. One teacher told me, 
"As much as you dont want to be, you're going to have to be their parent 
a little bit because they need something stable." (Intermediate Focus 
Group;101099) 
.A lot of times kids just don't have role models, really. I mean, they dont 
have parents that want to read to them or help them with their school work 
and thmgs. So I thmk it's nnportant to help them with that kmd of stuff" at 
school if you know they're not getting it at home. Which might be hard. 
Sometnnes you h^ of cases where kids aren't getting their basic needs 
met, like not gettmg breakfast before they come to school or then: parents 
send them with a can of pop and it's really sad. Some schools do have 
programs for breakfast, otherwise I don't know what you could do to help 
that. (Beginner Interview; 11400) 
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Wh3e participants accept the feet that this is sometimes a crucial aspect of their 
role as an early childhood teacher, many of them expressed anxiety about managing the 
added responsibility. 
It's that whole "I'm human" attitude that you've got to get go^ because 
sometimes you think you've got to be able to be their mom and their dad 
and their teacher and their friend and then: role model and sometimes it's 
hard to be all of those things at once. And you've got to realize your 
limitations. (Intermediate Focus Group; 101099) 
One aspect of the relationship with the children that diSered for each group was 
the way that they desired the children to view them, whether as a friend or as an authority 
figure. The Begimer Group seemed most concerned that the children like them and like 
coming to then: classroom. 
I just think about how I remember my elementary teachers and I always 
thought, you know, I Uked them and stuff. I can't remember ever having a 
bad experience with them and I think that's neat. That's what I want with 
my kids. I don't want them to ever not like commg to my classroom or 
anythmg. (Begmner Interview; 11400) 
The Intermediate Group contmued to talk about the children liking them and 
bemg the children's friend, but they also wanted to be sure that the children viewed them 
as the person in charge and show respect for them as a disciplmarian. 
I want it to be a friendly—I know it can't be probably as tight as I want it to 
be. But I want it to be friendly, you know, they feel like that can come up 
and talk to me. But, yet, keep the respect distance. (Intermediate 
Interview: 12000) 
I guess just probably a lovmg, caring relationship. I mean, I want to, 
work with them and not totally be an authoritative over them, but at the 
same tine I would be able to discipline...(Intermediate Interview; 5900) 
The Advanced Group described a lovmg and caring relationship, but thought it 
was onportant that the children viewed them as a leader rather than a friend. 
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...as 6r as the relationship should be—feel like they should be able to 
look at you as someone m authority and not just another friend because 
I've seen a lot of begmnmg teachers who try too hard to get the kids to like 
them and it causes them a lot of trouble in the long run. But I also &el 
like, the kids have to like you, too. So I f^l like as a teacher, the first 
thmg I like to do ^ establish the role of bemg in control and I feel like you 
can always back off oa that I work with mdividual children enough that they 
know I care about them and Fm willii^ to be there for them. (Advanced 
Interview; I2I599) 
The Advanced Groups' emphasis on fiilfiUing the role of an authority figure is 
snnilar to the fiidmgs of Lm et aL (1998) who found that endmg-level early childhood 
education students emphasized classroom control more than begnmii^-level students. 
Finally, when describmg the relationship that they would like to have with the 
children with whom they work, the Advanced Group spoke of defining the relationship 
diSerently for each individual child. They believe that each child has difierent needs and 
therefore requires a relationship with the teacher that addresses those mdividual needs. 
As fer as relationship mdividually with the kids, I feel like it's somewhat 
on a need basis. Some kids need more attention from the teachers than 
others. And I think that certam kids will get a little bit more of ray attention. 
(Advanced Interview; 121599) 
Relatioaships with Families 
Participants spoke frequently about the relationship they expect or desire to have 
with the families with whom they work. For example, all three groups described the 
importance of open commumcation with tmnilies. They used words such as ongoing, 
honest, frequent, and comfortable when addressmg the topic of communicating with 
parents. They stressed the fact that in order for communication to be successfiil, parents 
must trust the teacher and feel welcome m the classroom. They also described 
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conununication strategies such as newsletters, phone calls, and parent-teacher 
conferences. 
...I think that letters home to the parents, an open door policy in the 
classroom where they can come and visit anytune they want and not just 
on specM days...I think even havmg the children mvite their parents. I 
know ril see them at parent-teacher conferences and that, to me, that's a 
time where you kmd of get to know the parents more and you teE the 
parent about theff child and they can tell you things that they've noticed 
about their child, too. ...That's what I want to do, keep it open. 
(Intermediate Interview, 12600) 
Honesty is the best policy. You have to be up front with parents. There 
are sometines when I have really been afraid to talk to parents about 
somethmg. But I found that honesty is the best poliqr. It's just up front 
and you tell them m a way that you know it's not going to offend them. 
Parents like to know. (Advanced Focus Group, 92899) 
Participants ni the three groups also described the early childhood teacher as 
needmg to support differences in ^milies and understand how those differences impact 
then: work with childreru They described families from diverse cultural or socio­
economic backgrounds as having a variety of different needs. They believe that an 
understandmg of "where the family is coming from" will not only enhance the child's 
education, but strengthen then: relationship with the family. 
The first thing is that you need to be supportive of that family. The 
children aren't in our care so that we can change them. They come from 
that family first of all. You need to be in constant contact that family 
to know what's going on which cotild be causmg problems in our 
care-.certain characteristics like, do they eat meat? Can they have milk? 
Just keeping m constant contact. To know what is going on in that child's 
life or where they come from. (Begmner Focus Group, 101099) 
Just understanding where the famify is coming from. I thmk it's easy to 
make snap judgments like, "They didn't do this and blah, blah, blah." And 
really, a lot of families fece thmgs that we have no idea what's gomg on. 
And just to take that into consideration before you get frustrated and try to 
understand that. (Advanced Interview, 121599) 
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Isenberg and Brown (1997) stated that it is important for earfy childhood teachers 
to have an understandmg of the realities that children bring with them to early childhood 
settings. Students in the current study demonstrated an understanding of this concept, 
recogn^mg that the child's home life can sometimes help expiam the chfld's 
deveiopmentai progress and behavior at schooL 
Like kids coming from all different cultural backgrounds and economic 
backgrounds. More and more divorced femilies and all different kinds of 
family settmgs, whether it's grandma and grandpa or, you know, even an 
older brother or sister or just a mom or just a dad. The femilies are 
different and understanding each child and...you have to be very 
observant and understand, like, "Ok. Well this gkl is m a smgle mom 
family and so this fe why she is domg this." You kmd of have to 
understand their, I don't know, reasonmg for this and why they may act 
certain ways. (Beginner Focus Group; 4400) 
A difference between the three groups emerged from the descriptions of the 
nature or quality of the relationships they envfeion havmg with families. The Begmner 
Group expects that their relationship with parents will be extremely challengmg. They 
spoke frequently of the need to avoid and resolve conflict, cope with critical and 
judgmental parents, and work with parents who are harmmg thenr children. 
...make parents feel needed and they won't be as judgmental. I thmk that 
if they feel really comfortable with the teacher and they know the teacher 
on a more personal level they tend to trust the teacher more Because a 
lot of parents, like, theur attitude toward teachers is because they've had a 
bad experience with the teacher in the past, when they were growing up. 
So they don't really view the teacher that highly or that positively— 
(Begmner Focus Group. 4400) 
I thmk it's also hard when parents thmk thenr child is, like, the angel of the 
world and yet the child is beatmg up all the other kids on the playground. 
(Beginner Focus Group, 101799) 
It is gomg to be a big challenge just to talk to the parents at a level where 
they understand where you are commg from and you know where they're 
commg from. And instead of getting into the yelling match or whatever. 
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Keep your cool, I guess, and just try to work it ouL (Beginner Focus Group, 
101099) 
It's so bard. Or watcbmg [the children] be hurt or not feeling like you can 
do anythmg about iL Abusive households and things like that. Or parents 
that are mean or parents who aren't giving them disciplme. I feel like 
that's harmful to a child. (Begmner Focus Group, 101799) 
Participants in the Intermediate and Advanced Groups placed less en^hasis on 
the potential conflict that they may have with parents than did the Beginner Group. 
While they do believe that there may be mstances in which they would be required to 
meet a child's unmet needs, they are also concerned about respecting the parents' rights 
and boxmdaries. The followmg conversation illustrates this concern. 
...you see those kids like we've been talking about—not very often, but if 
they don't have parents at home who are supportive, they only get forty 
hours a week of supportive adult role models and to not have that at home 
is really sad and it scares me. 
I think that it's really unfortunate, but I also think that if we don't deal with 
it, we can't go on. Those basic needs have to be met first before you can 
be successfiil teaching them anythmg else. 
Yet you don't want to overstep your boundaries. 
You don't want to have a parent coming m and saying, "You are parenting 
my childl" It's hard—^where do you stop? It's a fine Ime. (Intermediate 
Focus Group. 101099) 
Differences between participants' beliefs regarding the parents" role in their 
child's education also emerged. While all three groups spoke of parents as valuable 
resources, the ways in which they described parents as resources differed widely. The 
Beginner Group spoke of the importance of parents being involved in the classroom, but 
mainly from the perspective of assistmg the teacher. For example, these students spoke 
of having parents volunteer in the classroom and chaperone field trips. 
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Even have them as a resource. Like if you^re going to do a project, have 
parents volunteer to help out or make the materials or donate the 
materials for the project. Use them as a resource and make the parents 
feel like they're needed...(Beginner Focus Group, 4400) 
One Beg^er student did mention that parents can share experiences with the 
class, but mamly because it is fim for the children. 
Also, viewmg them as valuable resources, there are parents out there who 
are doctors and nurses and factory workers and who are postal carriers. 
Kids love to hear about that stuf^ you can have a parent come in and talk 
or you could even have a parent set up something...(Begnmer Focus Group, 
101799) 
In addition to parent involvement ni the classroom, the Intermediate and 
Advanced Groups view parents as a resource in that they can provide helpfiil information 
about then: own child. They real^ that parents can oSer m&rmation from a perspective 
different than that of the teacher and that this information can help the teacher plan 
experiences for the children m their group. 
I think the parents might sometmes be able to tefl you about then: child, 
too, because they see them m a different way than the teacher does. 
(Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
And parent expectations—I think that that has to guide a little bit. 
Because there are certain thmgs that parents want ther kids to leam that 
can easily be worked mto the curriculum. And I thmk that's important 
because parents often know what then- children need to learn and what 
their children want to leam. I thmk that you can leam a lot from them. 
(Advanced Interview, 121599) 
According to Isenberg and Brown (1997), successful teachers try to accept the 
views of parents as potential sources of nnportant mformation. Parents can provide 
important mformation regarding their children's rektionshrps, mterests, and experiences 
outside of school that enhances the teachers understanding of the children and 
contributes to more efiective teaching (Becher, 1986). 
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An important difference between the Beginner Group and the Intermediate and 
Advanced Groups was the belief that the early childhood teacher can serve not only the 
children, but the entire famify. While the Beginner Group focused on ways m which the 
parents could benefit the classroom, the Intermediate and Advanced Groups spoke of 
ways that they could serve as resources for the parents. For example, the Intermediate 
Group spoke frequently of the role of the teacher as parent educator. They believe that 
the teacher may sometimes be able to educate parents about curriculum and classroom 
proceedings, as well as topics such as guidance and disciplme, toQet trammg, and 
bedtime. These students were also able to offer strategies in which to share this 
mformation with parents. 
I think a good way to educate parents on little things like toilet trainmg, 1 
guess, and bitmg—I know these things come up in centers a lot—would 
be maybe fiidmg articles that relate to those issues that they agree with 
and postmg them or even makmg copies and giving them out to aH 
the parents. I thmk that that way it's not coming from the center itself—it's 
coming from professionals that have actually researched things. Maybe 
even havmg parent m'ght, you know, once a month or soniethmg and 
having parents come m and talking to them about the curriculum and what 
you are gomg to be teaching [theur children] so that they see that the kids 
are actually leammg somethmg, too. (Intermedkte Interview, 5900) 
The Advanced Group suggested that, at times, parent education happens in a more 
mdirect manner such as modeling appropriate behavior for parents or helping parents 
discover answers tor themselves. They went a step further to state that although teachers 
may not always know the answer, they can help parents find out solutions to their 
problems. 
If they have questions, help them meet then: needs or fed ways. A parent 
yesterday was asking about different ways of guidance for her child at home 
because she's the only child and she said she doesn't have the 
experience. She doesn't know what to do with her. So actmg as a 
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resource person and if you don't know the answer, then finding that out for 
them or helping them find some way. (Advanced Focus Group, 92899) 
Inclusion 
Another theme that emerged fi-om participants' responses was that of mclusion. 
All three groups spoke about 1) then: beliefs and philosophies of mclusion and 2) practice 
and nnplementation in inclusive classrooms. Much of this discussion was in the form of 
highlightmg skills, dispositions, and understandmgs needed to make the practice of 
mclusion successfiil. 
Beliefs and Philosophies of Inclusioa 
When asked to describe their beliefe about the practice of mclusion, participants 
ia the Beg^er Group struggled with the concept of inclusion and questioned it as best 
practice for young children. Students seemed to be aware of the &ct that early childhood 
education programs are movmg toward an mclusive approach, but were not convmced 
that mclusive programming can be successfiiL They spoke of concerns they had about 
children who were "too challengmg" and that teachers would not be able to spend enough 
tine with individual children if they were workmg m an inclusive setting. 
I'm not a big fan of mclusive education. I really am not. And it just seems that 
with mclusive education there k not enough staflSng to help all the kids and there 
are not enough teachers. (Begmner Focus Group, 101799) 
I have a little mked emotions about that and I feel bad...but, I think that for a 
ciiild that does have special needs it's wonderful for them to be in a classroom 
with all of these kids that have fiill capability and I thmk they can learn a lot. I 
thmk it's good for them to be m an envronment where they're thought of as Just 
like the next kid. And I also thmk it's good for the other children to accept those 
difierences and help them and you can reaHy watch how kmd children are to kids 
who do need extra help and that's wonderfliL But I tlimk you have to be careftil 
because sometines that child does have special needs and they do need extra help 
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than the other kids and when you start taking time away from some of the other 
kids, that's when I think it starts to become a problem. (Begmner Focus Group, 
101799) 
As the above comment illustrates, even though students have heard and are able to 
repeat rationale behmd an mclushre approactu th^ mfbrmation has not been sufficient to 
convmce them of the benefits of inclusive practice. Students even seemed to express a 
feeling of guilt when expressing their hesitancy toward inclusive practice. 
Students in the Beginner Group also stated that while workmg with children with 
specml needs can be rewardmg, it can also be painful and frustratmg. 
It's rewarding, but it costs a lot of your heart, I thmk. I mean, you've got kids that 
make so much progress and then you've got kids who don't make any progress at 
all. It's rewarding, but it's really pamful. (Begmner Focus Group, 101799) 
I thmk it probably would be very rewardmg like Sharon was saying—that would 
be a lot of accomplishment to watch happen. But I do think that it would be really 
hard to have them in a regular classroom settmg all the time. Maybe even for just 
a few hours a day would be just a little bit better for everyone. (Beginner Focus 
Group,101799) 
Participants in the Intermediate Group seemed more supportive of inclusion if it is 
mplemented m the appropriate way. For example, they stated that if the parents believe 
that an mclusive setting is the best place for their child, then then- wishes should be 
respected. When participants m this group expressed any amount of hesitancy, it was 
more likely to be related to their own skill and comfort level but not to inclusion as a 
practice. 
My beliefs are if the situation is right and appropriate, then the student can be m a 
classroom that has mclusion and that's good. But I thmk it takes the right teacher. 
Even though I have the degree, it still kind of scares me. But I think that it's 
possible if you have stipport. But I think it can work and I think it's a good thing 
because all children need to leam together and you can leam so much from each 
other. (Intermediate Interview, 12000) 
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I believe that inclusion is a good thing for children. Both the children with 
disabilities and the typically developing children leam so much from each other m 
those type of settmgs. So I believe that the parents have the decision where to put 
the child, if that's the best place. Because some children just would not fimction 
correctly in an inclusive classroom. So I think the parents need to make the 
decision where the best place to put their child is. (Intermediate Interview, 
12600) 
In addition, participants m the Intermediate Group agreed that woridng in 
inclusive settings could be challenging, but that the benefits outweighed any struggles 
they may experience. 
The benefits outweigh all the work that you have to do. This child is going to 
benefit from it and being m thfe profession, that's what you want. You want the 
children to benefit from the things we do. (Intermediate Interview, 12600) 
The Advanced Group was also in support of inclusive education, but were able to 
more effectively articulate their reasons for this belief They described times they had 
experienced successful inclusion and observed the benefits for all children, with and 
without specml needs. 
I guess I would be considered for [mclusion]. I've seen it be successful in so 
many difierent situations and there aren't very many tines that I haven't seen it 
work. And I haven't been watchmg for very long, but I've had good examples. I 
think that kids need role models and I think a regular classroom provides that for 
all kids. (Advanced Interview, 121599) 
1 saw how the other children learned from the children with special needs and also 
learned together with them. They form a class, they form a group. And a lot ofl 
especially the younger kids, they don't really see them as difierent. They are Just 
a member of the class. I thmk if we as teachers model that, just treat them like a 
regular student, which they are, the children will follow that model. And it's very 
important for students as well as the parents because I believe a lot of the parents 
want then- children to be regarded as just a member of the class. (Advanced 
Interview, 12000) 
If you keep respondmg m the same caring way, I think [typically developing 
children] will grow up to be more sensitive and more caring and aware of 
accepting people for who they are. (Advanced Interview, 12000) 
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In a study exploring early childhood teachers' beliefe and practices stirrounding 
inclusion, Lieber et al. (1998) also found that teachers believed that typically developing 
children leam to accept differences in inclusive settk^s. They also believed that 
typically developing children would leam empathy, tolerance, and compassion from 
participating in an mclusive program. 
An interesting commonality between the Intermediate and Advanced Groups was 
the way their beliefe had changed about workmg in mclusive settmgs. Many students 
stated that when they first decided to major in early childhood education, they were not 
accepting of the concept of mclusion. Several students stated, however, that their beliefe 
about mclusion and working with children with special needs had been altered 
significantly over the course of their early childhood program. For example, many 
participants m the Intermediate and Advanced Groups described themselves as 
developmg a more realistic view of the likelihood that they would work with children 
with special needs at some point during their teachmg career. 
I guess Tm seeing that it's not really a choice we have. It's the way society is. 
Classrooms are changmg. There are more kids with special needs m the 
classrooms and it's not gomg to be a choice if I don't want that chfld in my room 
or somethmg. You have to be accepting and ready to try to teach that child. 
(Intermediate Interview, 12600) 
Well. I don't know if I was Just ignorant or not aware or I just thought, •'Well, I'll 
Just go through [the unified cxnriculuml and Just find a Job in a first grade 
classroom." .And now I know that you're not going to have any classroom 
without any child who doesn't have even attention deficit or some mild need. 
(Advanced Interview, 12000) 
The above comment illustrates that participants believe earfy in their program that 
even though their degree prepares them to work with children with and without special 
needs, they would simply choose to work in settings serving only typically developing 
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chfldren. Students often clained that if they would have known that they would have 
likely been working in an inclusive setting, they would have put more of an effort into 
understandmg the content area related to children with specM needs when it was 
presented to thena. 
And then the more I got into the special ed. classes, it was like. "*Oh. We did 
leam about this. I probably should have studied a little bit more for it". 
(Intermediate Interview, 12600) 
Wen, I remember takmg Special Ed 250 and was jusU like, "I don't like this 
class." I didn't. I think it was more that I didn't Uke it because I didn't real^ 
how much I was gomg to use the mformation. (Intermediate Interview, 12600) 
I think that would have been given a little more information maybe I wouldn't 
have been so closed minded about the whole thmg at first. (Advanced Interview. 
12000) 
Wen, when I first went mto early childhood education, I went mto it only for 
early chfldhood education. I didn't want aiQthmg to do with speckl ed or the 
inclusion part of it, but as I went on it wasn't a choice. (Advanced Interview, 
121599) 
When asked to talk about reasons why they thought they had a difficult tnne 
acceptmg the concept of mclusive education, students' stated that thet opinions were 
often based on their previous experiences with children with spedal needs and that they 
had not been exposed to mclusive programmmg m their own schooling experiences. 
You have to forget all the things you ever heard. What you have in your mmd is 
totally different. We've had how many years of^ "Who are these people?" and 
not knowmg these people and then all of sudden we're supposed to be like, -Hey 1 
That's ok." (Intermediate Interview. 12000) 
I think my beliefs about inclusion have changed because I didn't really know 
much about special education. When I was in school there were a few kids and 
they went to a resource room and I don't really remember them coming back. 
(Intermediate Interview, 12000) 
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Practice and Implementation in Inclusive Programs 
Participants m each of the three groups talked about their beliefe surrounding the 
actual work teachers do m inclusive settings. One of the common topics that emerged 
was that of workmg with parents in mclusive settmgs. As described previously, students 
discussed the relationship that they would like to have with the parents they will be 
workmg with. Many students believed that these relationships would have unique 
characteristics m the context of an mclusive settmg. The Begnmer Group contmued to 
describe their expectation of frequent conflict with parents and they believed that 
workmg with parents of children with special needs may require more personal contact 
than working with parents of typically developing children. 
I think [the relationship with parents] would probably be more extensive. I think 
that you will probably develop more of a personal relationship with those parents 
because you will be communicatmg with them more regularly and more often. I 
guess maybe some issues would be—there could be a conflict or a disagreement 
on what they thmk. If you thmk that their child is not progressmg enough and 
something needs to be done diSerentfy or they need to be held back or somethmg. 
That is a decision that parents might not like. They might disagree and you would 
have to debate about thmgs to make everyone happy and do what's best for the 
child. You would have to pay attention and document everything so that you 
could argue your position. So, again, it takes more effort and more time and more 
work. (Begmner Focxis Group, 4400) 
While the Intermediate and Advanced Groups spoke less than participants m the 
Begnmer Group about potential conflicts they may experience with parents, all three 
groups expected sharing information with the parents of children with special needs may 
be diflScult at times. 
Sometimes parents don't want to accept the truth. If they don't want to accept it. 
they don't want to work with you about ft. either. And they just kind of want to 
ignore the problem and that could be really drfiScult. (Begmner Interview, 11400) 
Parents could be a challenge, I think. Because sometnnes you have to give 
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information to parents that they don't vv'ant to hear. (Advanced Interview. 
121599) 
Similar to the previously described findings surrounding the relationship with 
parents, the Intermediate and Advanced Groups also spoke of parents as providing 
important mformation about then- child's disability. 
...and asking the parents. Just getting an overall feel for what that child needs 
and what the child can do. And focus a lot on what he or she can or cannot do 
and then work oa those thmgs that the parents want them to accomplish by the 
end of their schooling or whatever. (Intermediate Interview, 12600) 
And especially, talk to the parents about the kids with disabilities because the 
parents have dealt with thfe debility smce the child was bom m most cases. And 
they know so much about these little things, like, "Oh, this little kids likes this 
doll and if he gets upset you need to give hnn th^." It could take you forever to 
figure that out on your own. (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
In addition, participants in the Intermediate and Advanced Group stated that they 
may face challenges when workmg with the parents of typically developmg children m 
an mclusive program. They emphasized the nnportance ofeducatmg these parents and 
helpmg them understand the learning and mteractions that occur in an inclusive setting. 
...talking to the other children's parents. They might not want then- child in there 
because of snnple things, like that thenr child won't get as much attention or we'll 
have to lower the curriculum. A lot of tones, parents just don't understand 
everything about inclusion. They Just know there's gomg to be a child with 
disabilities m the classroom. That's all they're told. And so contacting those 
parents, probably by letter, and explaining to them what's gomg to be going on or 
even havmg a date where all the parents can get together and voice some of their 
concerns and we could talk more about what they want to do. So I think that's 
another big challenge. (Intermediate mterview, 12600) 
I think parents maybe of typical children may question the validity of doing a 
particxilar activity or may even object to some things. (Advanced Interview. 
12000) 
In addition to talking about workmg more closely with parents, participants ni all 
three groups described strategies that could be nnplemented to ensure the success of all 
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chfldren in inclusive settings. For example^ partic^ants spoke of the importance of 
ensurmg all children work together m the classroom. The Beginner and Intermediate 
Groups spoke of this strategy in general terms, statn^ that "everyone leams from each 
other." 
And by providing opportunities for the kids to work together in class—that may 
encourage them to work together out on the playground or after school If they 
are just provided chances to interact. (Beginner Focus Group. 101099) 
I think other students can be of help as a strategy for both children. They can 
leam from each other, you know, from a buddy or someone that needs help with 
gettmg their coat on. (Intermediate Interview, 12000) 
Students m the Advanced Group also described peer mediated strategies, but were 
able to offer more clear explanations of how to unplement these strategies. 
I thmk you need to, first of aD, get to know the children. Which actually doesn't 
take as long as I thought it would—to get to know each of your individual 
children. And there are some that are gomg to be nnmedktely drawn to the 
children with special needs. They are more compassionate or just try to include 
them more often. So we use those children to engage a chQd [with special needs] 
m an activity or to use then: communication system or to partic^ate in group. Use 
the children who are mterested and work well with the other kids. (Advanced 
Interview, 12000) 
I've also taken two children who are pretty, not solitary players, more parallel 
players, and engaged them ni the same activity. Limit the supplies or put them m, 
if they have the same interests, put them together and encourage them to create 
something together. (Advanced Interview, 12000) 
Similarly, members of all three groups talked of the need to adapt and modify 
activities for children with special needs. The Begmner Group, whQe recognmng this as 
an important component of inclusive programming, expressed distress about this practice. 
I know that for one of my classes I have to write lesson plans out and for some of 
them we had to modify them so specifically. [The mstructorj will make up a child 
with a particular special need and you have to modify it to fit that child- So it 
just kmd of adds more work to it, you know? You are gomg to constantly have 
to be thinking of that and adaptmg certain parts of it for different children- You 
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might not be able to do the lesson plan the same way. You might have to break it 
up mto groups or say, "Ok. This part of the class do it this way." Or address that 
specific child and be, like, "Ok. For you, do it this way.'' [ don't know if that 
would make them feel more isolated or not. (Beginner Focus Group, 4400) 
This above comment may offer msight mto the reasons that participants in the 
Beginner Group were hesitant about accepting inclusion as a practice. Even though they 
realize that adaptation is necessary to allow children with special needs to be successfiil 
m the classroom, they may not have an accurate understanding of how this strategy 
should be nr^jlemented. It is not surprising that students are hesitant to accept the idea of 
arfapffng lesson plans for chSdrea with special needs if it means isolating them from the 
rest of the children in the class. Providing beginnmg students with examples of 
successful mclusion strategies and ways to nnplement these strategies may help students 
develop more accurate perceptions of the process of mclusion. 
Students in the Intermediate and Advanced Groups also recognized adaptn^ the 
curriculum to meet children's individual needs as bemg a challenge, but they expressed a 
more positive opinion about this process. 
I thmk it would be a challenge, too. Just being able to work with each child 
individually- Coming up with lessons that fit all then: needs is a challenge. It will 
get done, but it's hard. (Intermediate Interview, 5900) 
Each [child] b Just so different. They each need somethmg dfflferent. And you 
have to keep that in mind all the time. I go to bed and Fm think-fng what I can do 
tomorrow to get through to this child and I have a pad and pen sittmg on my 
nightstand. "Ok. This kid loves Barney. How can I mcorporate Barney?'' 
You're always thinkmg. (Advanced Focus Group. 92899) 
In addition to adaptation and modification, partidpants described other strategies 
to be implemented in inclusive settings. The Beginner Group spoke mainfy of accepting 
all children, regardless of their needs, and includmg them m all classroom activities. 
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I think the biggest thing is making sure they are included in everything that you 
do. Planning activities that they can participate in. Havii^ them work in 
cooperative groups. (Beginner Focus Group, 101099) 
The Intermediate and Advanced Groups spoke more specifically than the 
Beginner Group, however, offering several suggestions for &cilitatmg inchision and 
adapting activities. These strategies included the use of visual communication strategies, 
arrangmg the classroom m ways allowing children with disabilities to have access to ail 
activities and move easily about the room, and taking advantage of "the teachable 
moment." According to Jones and Rapport (1997), these strategies are valuable to the 
success of mciuding young childreiL 
Well, I would say some strategies would be some adaptations. Like with autistic 
children you would need to use strategies like picture charts. Like having cards 
that say "yes" or "no". Havmg the chfldren hold those up. That's a strategy you 
can use. (Intermediate Interview, 5900) 
Noticmg that a child is, I don't know how to describe the, but a child is usmg a 
particular skill and adaptmg to that quickly and makmg it a game or making it 
fim. You've just got to be quick on yovr feet. (Advanced Interview, 12000) 
Students m these two groups also spoke about the importance of helping the 
typically developmg children understand the needs of other children and making them 
feel comfortable mteracting with them. Many students also described the nnportance of 
modeling an attitude of acceptance of children with special needs in the classroonx which 
several authors (e.g„ Bricker, 1995; Chipman, 1997) have described as critical to the 
success of mclusive programming. 
I think we need to educate, at least a little bit^ the other students, too. Because 
they^re going to question, especially if there's, like, a wheelchafr or somethmg 
very noticeable. They're gomg to ask questions about it and if you don't ever 
talk about it, it makes it weirder. (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
The teacher has a lot to do with it. If the teacher is accepting and doesn't make a 
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big deal If the child has a disability and she treats him like every other child 
there then the students in the classroom are going to feel the same way. That, 
yes, technically he has a special need. He's not special m the classroom because 
he is just like everyone else, but only with some kmd of disability. So I think the 
teacher has a lot to do with how the children accept hnn or her in the classroom. 
And then not to make him or her stand out. If the child has to go to another 
special room dur^ math tmie, don't make a b^ deal out of it. Just let it go. 
(Intermediate Interview, 5900) 
The above comments illustrate that students believe that m order for typically 
developing children to be acceptmg and sensitive to those with special needs, a certam 
level of education needs to occur. However, the responses demonstrate a wide range of 
ways m which teachers view this education. Lieber et aL (1998) noticed a similar 
phenomenon in their study mvohrog early childhood teachers. Some teachers hoped to 
educate typically developmg children about differences by ignormg them, some thought 
teachers should deal with questions as they arose, and others believed that teachers 
should highlight and respect differences among children. 
Participants m the Intermediate and Advanced Group also stressed the importance 
of setting goals for individual children and helpmg them accomplish those goals. 
You need to have a goal and be working on that goal for that specific child. You 
can't expect the whole classroom to have that same goal. (Intermediate Focus 
Group, 101099) 
You need to help children reach their goals, their lEP goals. (Intermediate Focus 
Group, 101099) 
Finally, participants m the Intermediate and Advanced Groups often spoke of 
issues of collaboration that occur m inclusive settings. First, they stated that they had 
learned that it was acceptable to rely on others as resources and ask advice from other 
professionals. They seemed relieved that they were not expected to know the answers to 
all qucsliotih, but coaia ubh. ibr help when necessary'. 
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I think it's important to not be afiaid to ask for help. Before, I was always, like, 
"Ok. My teacher did all this stuff and she did it all by herself and she di<fai*t have 
to ask for help from anybody." Fm slo wfy leammg that there are so many people 
that are there as resources for you and that I shouldn't be afraid to say, "Ok. I 
really don't know how to deal with, this child and their disability and I need 
mformation and help dealing with it." I think that if teachers know their limits, 
it's a good thing (titermediate Focus Group, I0I099) 
You need to find out where your resources are and who they are. Like when you 
go mto the school to get a job. Find out who is going to be helping you. 'Cause I 
never knew half of these people exited, you know? There's all kinds of people— 
you're not by yourself. (Intermedkte Focus Group, 101099) 
Bricker (1995) stated that access to specialists and collaborators is mportant for 
two reasons. First, some children may have needs that require, at least mitially, 
assessment and management that can be oSered by a specialist tramed in a particular 
area. Second, classroom teachers may need ongomg support and consultation to continue 
to meet the needs of children as they arise. The Intermediate and Advanced students in 
thB study recognce the need to collaborate with other professionals and use the 
knowledge of specalists when necessary-
Even though students recognized the benefits of collaborating with other 
professionals, they also believe that there would be times when working with so many 
other mdividuals could present a challenge. They stated that different people would have 
different opmions, makmg it difficult to decide how to best meet the needs of the 
children. 
I'm watchmg the teacher across the room from me. She's got advice coming 
from parents and from all of the professionals in her room and she has to sort 
through all of that mformation and decide what she is gomg to do in her 
classroom to best fit the needs of her kids. And I really feel like her role fe much 
more complicated than anybody else's just because of that one reason. She's got 
one person asking her to rearrange her entire room around one child. So she has 
to sort through all of that and decide what is gomg to be most important for her. 
(Advanced Focus Group, 92899) 
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Also, if you work with assistant teachers—I think that would be a challenge just 
being able to accommodate everyone and working with a co-teacher 
(Intermediate Interview, 5900) 
Cavallaro and Haney (1999) agree that successM collaboration can be difficult to 
achieve. Special attention needs to be devoted to traming early childhood educators and 
other professionals to be effective collaborators. 
Professional Issues in Earlv Childhood Education 
Common topics of discussion among the Beginner and Intermediate Groups were 
those related to professional fesues in the field of early childhood education including I) 
Societal views of early childhood education and 2) Expectations and concerns about 
becoming an early childhood teacher. 
Societal Views of Early Childhood Edacation 
One of the mam concerns of participants in the Beginner and Intermediate Groups 
was the way that society views early childhood education as a profession. Students spoke 
firequently of the fact that teachers are "^mderpaid and under-appreciated." The financial 
compensation that teachers receive was a serious concern for students in the Beginner 
Group. This concern is echoed by Fromberg (1997) who stated the early childhood 
educators are underpaid, especially those employed outside of public school systems. 
They were also concerned that schools don't receive the financial support needed and that 
this lack of support will be evident in mdividual classrooms. 
1 think Fm going to have problems with the financial issue. First of afl, I 
know that all school districts aren't on the same level because of the tax 
base and things like that. I want my kids to be able to have theff computer 
programs and be able to have access to thmgs like the mtemet or good 
quali^ markers and stuff I guess it's kmd of good for me to be working in 
state programs now because we don't have a lot of markers and we don't 
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have a lot of things. That^s very frustratmg....! think teachers should be 
paid better. I really honestly do and I don't think we are [paid] as much as 
we should be. I don't want to be paid millions of dollars. I accept that Fm 
probabfy not goii^ to make a lot of money—that's fine. But I just don't 
think teachers are viewed as worth what they are. (Beginner Focus Group, 
101799) 
While this concern about low compensation is also a concern for the Intermediate 
Group, they are also fiiistrated with the lack of support and respect teachers receive for 
the difSculty of teaching young children. Students in this group are especially frustrated 
when others comment that working with children is "easy" and that "all you do is play all 
day." 
It's frustrating when people underestimate teachers and I'm like, "Do you 
see everythmg that we do? We're parents to the kids, we teach the kids." 
They don't realize the amount of work that some kids require, what we do 
for them. (Intermedrate Focus Group, 101099) 
I have playdough on nqr shoes and people are like, "Oh, it must be nice to 
work with kids." And I was writing some sentence strips and they were like, 
"That's your homework?" I get that all the tune. And they're like, "What do 
you have to do? You have to color m ail thfe stuff and do all this easy 
stuff." And I'm. like, "It might be easy to me, but I want to see you try it, 
Ivfr. Engmeerl" (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
Students' concerns about this issue are not unfounded as Fromberg (1997) stated 
that laypeople "often find it difficult to locate the specialized mastery of a body of 
knowledge and skills in the external practice of early childhood education, ftrst, because 
the most exemplary practice needs to look playfiil, and second, because most early 
childhood workers have not received specialized professional preparation" (p. 188) 
Participants in the Intermediate Group also stated that they are not in the field of 
early childhood education to make a lot of money, but to make a difference m the lives of 
children. 
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And everyone says, ~Oh, you don't get paid much." And it's, like, "WelL 
obviously that's probabfy not why we're doing this." It just frustrates me 
'cause, who cares? And why do they care? They're not the ones gettmg 
paid less. That really frustrates me, too. (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
I'm at the point that I know I want to teach and I know there's nothmg else 
that I would be happy doing. So when people say, "Why do you want to 
be a teacher? You're not going to make any money." I'm not m it for the 
money, I'm in it for the kids. Fm in it for being a role model to them. 
Whenever people start to make fim of me, you know, "OhI You're a 
teacher. That's going to be easy." I say, "Well, who taught you to read? 
Who taught you to add?" (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
Finally, participants in the Intermediate Group also expressed frustration at the 
lack of knowledge others have about the major of earfy childhood education and grow 
tired of explaining then: career choice to others. 
I've talked to some of my parents' friends \^o think that ECE is onfy 
before school ...My dad says, "Why are you gomg to school to work m a 
daycare? I'm like, "It's not daycare. Notifyoudon't want itto be." 
(Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
I always feel like I have to explam myself when I tell people nqr major. 
They're, like, "What's your major?" "Well, I'm early childhood education." 
Then I go into this big whole explanation of why I want to do it and, you 
know...(Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
Expectations and Concerns about Becoming an Earfy Childhood Teacher 
One of the main concerns that participants in the Beginner and Intermediate 
Groups had about becommg an early childhood teacher was the possibility that their 
philosophies of early childhood education would differ from those in the settmg in which 
they will be workmg. They are concerned that they will be confronted with situations in 
which their personal beliefs are in conflict with the admmistrators of the program in 
which they will be teaching. 
We've learned a lot about developmentally appropriate practice and 
things...you might get mto some school districts that say, "It doesn't really 
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matter what stage these kids are at. We want them to know this, tiiis, and 
this." And they want you to go exactfy by the book. (Beginner Interview, 11400) 
I'm afraid that I'm going to get into a school district or a situation where I 
have to defend my philosophy and my values and that because of what I 
thmk, it won't agree with what they think and I'll be out of ajob. That's my 
biggest fear. That I wOI have to take a stand and it wQl be a little stand 
because I'll be all by myself. (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
When asked to explain why they believe that there may be a conflict between 
theur personal philosophies and those of the program they will be workmg m, they 
described the belief that many schools or programs don't "change with the tnnes" and are 
resistant to new ideas. 
I think some schools Just don't keep up maybe. They start to fail behind a 
little bit. They get stuck in thecr rut of doing thmgs, somewhat, and they 
don't want to change. So they're not really ready to accept new points of 
view maybe. (Beginner Interview, 11400) 
I thmk that we're coming out of school with so many new ideas and so 
many new perspectives and fresh outlooks on thmgs. We're havmg to 
work with these administrators who are older...They're older and they've 
been away from school for a long tine and even if they have contmued to 
take some classes, I thmk that it will be tough. We might have some 
difSculties working with them and wanti^ to mtegrate our new ideas mto the 
program. ...I thmk that one of my difficulties is gomg to be bemg vocal 
about what I really think about thmgs. And not just going along with what 
the program is like at the pomt I get hnred. (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
Another concern that the Beginner Group expressed was a fear of becommg 
''bumt-out". They expressed this concern in terms of worrymg about the high level of 
emotional involvement m leaching, as well as worrying that a lack of acknowledgement, 
respect, and support would contribute to feelings of bum-out. 
It's a very emotional job. I think a lot of teachers have the tendency to throw 
themselves into their job and, not that we shouldn't love our children and we 
shouldn't care for our families, but that's the only thmg that you have, you're 
just going to get burnt out—Get another life on the outside "^cause if you don't 
have it and thmgs start gomg downhill, you're just gomg to bum out and not want 
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to be part of it anymore. (Beginner Fociis Group, 101799) 
I think it's very common for teachers to get burnt out, too, and when there isn't 
like a support for a teacher to be appreciated or even somethmg nice the 
community does once a year to show then: apprecmtion—I think that would 
probably he^. But when the teacher feels like they've done the sanae thing for so 
long and even though it probabty really is noticed, especialfy by the kids...But 
when you start to feel that way, I thmk it's easy for you to just give m and say, 
~Ok. I've come thK far. I just don't have any more left." (Beginner Focus 
Group, 101799) 
The Intermediate Group spoke frequently of concerns they have related to getting 
a job when they are feiished with school The followmg conversation illustrates concerns 
they have about how prepared they are for the "job search." 
I went to the Family and Consumer Sciences career fet. They had nothing. I 
don't expect them to have schools and stuflE^ but I'd like a panel ofi like, a 
prmc^al, a teacher or school psychologists or counselors or somebody that we 
could just go for a day and vfeit with them. I just want more resources to go to. 
'Cause I didn't feid it helpful at aH and that's where other people get their jobs. 
We don't even get contacts or anything. I'd just like to talk to teachers and say, 
~What are you gomg throu^?" 
"What do you look for when you're hmng?' 
"How did you get hired?" or "What questions did they ask you?" 
"Are portfolios a big deal? How do I even go about applymg and mterviewing 
and how do you fmd jobs?" 
"Do you put in applications? When do you start? Who's interviewmg? Who 
interviews you, the principal or other teachers?" I have no idea. 
"Do you have to teach a lesson?" (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
In spite of these concerns, participants m the Intermediate Group seemed 
confident that majoring in early childhood education was a good choice and will help 
them get a job. They were also glad to have trammg in a unified curriculum, believing 
that this experience will make them stand out as an applicant. 
S8 
rm glad Tve chosen this major now because I hear that a lot of school districts 
will not hie an EL Ed. person for a kindergarten or first grade job. They want 
people with our degree. (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
And I think that when we go to apply for a job and they see our resume, they're 
gomg to be like, "Oh! This person has the qualifications to work with children 
with special needs or they want to. We can put children with disabilities in their 
classroooL" We might not know everything, but we're go^ to have a better 
grasp than people who have never talked about it. (Intermediate Interview, 
12600) 
The participants in the Intermediate Group also spoke of how they enjoyed the 
opportunity to meet and talk about their field with people sharing similar interests. 
This B the most I've ever talked about [early childhood education] in my life! It 
feels good. (Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
It can be encouragmg and exciting to see so many people that have the same 
enthusiasm as you do and know that they're gomg to be teachmg somewhere 
someday and are gomg to be domg a realty good job. I thmk that's excitmg. 
(Intermediate Focus Group, 101099) 
I feel so professional It's like all of a sudden. I'm here. Wow! I can talk about 
this and sound like an educated person. It's kind of nice! (Intermediate Focus 
Group, 101099) 
Interestmgly, the theme of professional issues in early childhood education did 
not emerge from data collected from the Advanced Group. There are several possible 
explanations for this group's apparent lack of concern about this topic. First, as 
mentioned previously, students in the Advanced Group seem to be more aware of their 
areas of personal weakness than members of the other groups. Due to their experiences 
as student teachers, it is possible that these areas of perceived weakness have become a 
more mportant area of concern and they were no longer able to focus on concerns 
surroundmg professional issues. 
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Another explanation could be that once student teachers actually became more 
involved in early childhood settings^ they realized that some of these types of concerns 
were xmfbunded. For example, it is possible that while students in the Begimer and 
Intermediate Groups expressed concern about potential conflicts related to philosophy, 
the Ad\'anced Groups learned that these conflicts did not occur. 
Finally, a third explanation for this apparent lack of concern about these issues 
could be reiated to student teachers' environments. Because student teachers are now 
surrounded by other educators on a daily basK, they are less likely to be exposed to the 
questions and criticisms of others. 
Influences on the Development of Preservice Teachers' Beh'efe 
Another goal of the current study was to explore students' perceptions regarding 
influences on the development of their beliefe. A commonality across the three groups 
and a link between the five themes stems from students' responses regarding influences 
on students' belief systems. The findmgs of this study offer support for previous 
literature describing students' previous beliefs and experiences as having a strong impact 
on the formation of students' beliefs (HoUmgsworth, 1989; Nespor, 1987). For example, 
many students in the current study described thenr early childhood classroom e.\periences 
as bemg structured with children completing "seat work'' such as worksheets and timed 
tests. Based on these experiences, students described a feeling of surprise when they first 
began their early childhood teacher education program and realized that these methods 
were not promoted as best practice for young children. 
Everything was structured. The thmg that I thought was really wefrd gomg mto 
my practicum was that it's so much easier gomg. The kids are going around the 
room. When you were in elementary school and you were out of your seat, you 
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were asked, '^ Why are you out of your seat?" (Intermediate Focus Group. 
101099) 
I always liked school, but I remember a lot of kids in n^f classes, they just weren't 
interested in doing seat work and it was hard for them to succeed because they 
didn't want to be there. And I think to provide them with activities that they 
enjoy and are interested in, they learn the exact same thmg that they learned from 
the seat work, but they are mterested m it and it would encourage them to leam 
more and to like it (Beginner Focus Group, I0I099) 
Students' also described their parents as influencing their beliefe about certam 
issues such as discipline. 
There are a lot of things that my parents did. I thmk my parents are great and 
things, but there are a lot of things that I always thought were ok. Like, I was 
spanked and I always thought that was fine, but now after bemg at school I don't 
think that's an ok practice. (Begimer Focus Group, 101099) 
Statements such as this shed light on the previous discussion regarding student's 
belief surrounding guidance and discipline and their recognition that their beliefs about 
this topic had changed greatly as they were trained m. early childhood education. The 
discrepancy between students' mcommg beliefs and those of the early childhood program 
may also ofier msight into why this is cited by Hollingsworth (1989) as one of the 
greatest challenges teachers experience when working with young children. 
In addition to the influence of previous experiences, students described aspects of 
their teacher education program that have had the most anpact on shaping their belief 
systems. Not surprisingly, students described their field experiences (labs) as bemg the 
aspect of the program that taught them the most. They believed that the observation of 
experienced teachers, as well as the trial and error process afforded by active 
participation influenced their beliefs about many aspects of early childhood education. 
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This fcidmg finds much support in previous literature (Guyton & Mclntyre, 1990; 
McDermott et aL, 1995). 
I think through the labs and watching teachers actually do a lot of these things m 
the daycares and things. I think that's even more effective than just hearing it in 
class—seeing it actuaify work (Begmner Interview, 11400) 
I learned a lot in classes. But when t staned going out for iabs at daycares you 
could see the behavior modeled by the other teachers and I really picked up on 
that. I seem to learn better by experience—from Just being in the settings. You 
can only read so much. It's good to read and get ideas, but I think that 
experience is better (Intermediate Interview, 12600) 
I thmk making mistakes has helped me, too. I made so many m^takes this 
summer and I'm still making them. I don't care if I make mistakes, you know? I 
don't care what people thmk—I thmk that's one of the best learning experiences 
(Advanced Focus Group, 92899) 
Students also described methods advocated by a constructivist approach such as 
active learning activities, group discussion, and choicemakmg as being especially 
mfluential on their leammg. 
We need more experience. And even in the [university] classroom—more 
scenarios, more hands-on. Butjustusmg the textbook is not that effective. If you 
converse over it in the group or develop strategies together that is helpful, I thiik. 
(Advanced Interview, 12000) 
One student even addressed the importance of college instructors modeling 
appropriate teachmg methods as recommended by Bufkrn and Bryde (1996). 
I always think it's hilarious that in college we're taught the way we are. CMdren 
leam exactly the opposite way that we are taught in lecture. So we leam how to 
teach the way that we shouldn't be teaching. (Intermediate Focus Group,lOI099 ) 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
The findings of this study added mportant information to the sparse amount of 
literature on the beliefs of early childhood preservice teachers. The study of student 
beliefs can have unportant implications for early childhood teacher education programs. 
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Focus group and interview data were analyzed revealing students' beliefe surrounding 
five themes: 1) Children's Learning and Development; 2) Working with Groups of 
CMdren; 3) Relationships; 4) Inclusion; and 5) Professional Issues ni Early Childhood 
Education. 
In relation to children's learning and development, participants spoke of topics 
related to the characteristics of young children as learners^ what children should leam in 
early childhood and how young children leam. The responses of the three groups were 
snnilar with the exception of students' views regardmg children as having mdividual 
learning needs and abilities. While the Begmner Group had an overall awareness of 
children's individual differences, they did not describe ways that teachers can fecilitate 
the leamn^ of individual children- They offered strategies for makmg leammg fim and 
mterestmg for the group as a whole, while the Intermediate and Advanced Groups 
discussed usmg their knowledge of children's unique mterests and abilities to enhance the 
mdividual child's learning. 
When discussing their work with groups of young children, participants most 
often spoke of guidance and discipline. Participants stated that they had experienced 
substantial changes in their views toward guidance and disciplme, but described the 
strategies that they used to handle guidance situations in very different ways. For 
example, the Beginner Group talked primarily of the miportance of speaking to young 
children in a positiv e way, while the Intermediate and Advanced Groups described 
specific strategies such as redirection and providing clear expectations for children's 
behavior. In addition, the Advanced Group also spoke of the nnportance of choosing 
strategies that best meet the unique needs of individual children. 
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Partic^ants m the three groups also approached the issue of curriculum and 
planning m very different ways. The Begmner Group predominantly discussed the 
importance of planning activities that were developmentally appropriate. Participants in 
the Intermediate Group, however, focused less on the challenge of choosing appropriate 
activities than did the Beginner Group. Instead, they talked about the challenge of 
planning to meet the needs of mdividual children. While participants in the Intermediate 
Group were mostly concemed with choosmg activities that could be easily adapted to 
meet the needs of each cliild, the Advanced Group expressed a greater concern about the 
actual nnplementation of these activities. 
Students also described their thoughts concerning the relationships they would 
develop with children and femilies while working in an earfy childhood settmg. They 
envfeion theff relationship with children as being a loving, trustmg and carmg 
rektionship. They want to support and guide children's Irammg and described early 
childhood educators as role models for young children. Participants also expressed 
concern that early childhood teachers may be requfred to ftdM the role of a parent by 
providmg the love, attention, and stability that some children may not receive at home. 
One aspect of the relationship with children that differed for each group was the way that 
they desired the children to view them as teachers. The Begmner Group wanted the 
children to like them and to enjoy coming to school. The Intermediate Group and 
.Mvanced Groups also spoke of wanting the children to like thenj, but preferred the 
children to respect them as an authority figure and disciplmarian. In addition, the 
Advanced Group described the relationship as bemg different with each child, based on 
the child's mdividual needs. 
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When describing the relationship that they desire to have with fiunilies, 
partic^ants emphasized the importance of open communication. In addition, partic^ants 
described the necessity of teachers supporting differences in ^milies and understanding 
how those deferences impact thear work with cliildren. A difference between the three 
groups emerged from the descriptions of the nature or quality of the relationship that they 
expect to have with families. The Begmner Group expected their relationship with 
parents to be extremely challet^mg. They spoke frequently of the need to avoid and 
resolve conflict with parents and cope with those who are critical and judgmental 
Participants m the Intermediate and Advanced Groups placed less emphasis on the 
potentml conflict with parents than did the Beginner Group, instead describmg them as 
valuable to the child's leammg experience m the early childhood setting. 
Some of the most interestmg Sidings of this study were related to the topic of 
inclusion. When describing their beliefe about mclusion. the Beginner Group struggled 
with the concept of mclusion and questioned it as best practice for young children. 
Participants in the Intermediate Group agreed that working in inclusive settmgs could be 
chaUengmg. but that the benefits outweighed the struggles they may experience. 
Snnilarly, the Advanced Group was in support of inclusive programming and was more 
able to clearly articulate reasons for this belief. They described that actually seeing 
inclusion implemented successfully greatly influenced theur beliefs regarding this issue. 
In addition, members of all three groups spoke of the need to adapt and modify 
curriculum to meet the needs of mdividual children in inclusive settings. However, they 
approached thK issue in very different ways. The Begmner Group described this as a 
necessary practice, but expressed anxiety about their ability and desire to do so. Students 
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m the Intermediate and Advanced Groups also described the adaptation and modification 
of curricular activities as a challenge, but expressed a more positive attitude about the 
process than the Begitmer Group. They also spoke of specific strategies to make 
inclusion successfiil for all children. 
Students in the Beginner and Intermediate Groups spoke of professional issues in 
early childhood education such as societal views of early chfldhood education and 
concerns they had about becoming a teacher. For example, they described low pay as a 
reflection of society's view of the value of teachers and were frustrated that people didn't 
recognize the challengmg nature of then: work. In addition, students were concerned that 
then: philosophies of early childhood education would conflict with those of the 
admmistrators and others they would work with in the future. Interestmgly, these 
concerns did not arise when speaking to members of the Advanced Group. 
Lnnitations 
There are limitations that should be considered when interpreting the results of 
this study. First, even though many begmning level students volunteered durmg the 
recruiting phase of this study, it was diflScult to ensure their attendance at the focus group 
meetings. Unfortunately, this led to three of the focus groups consisting of only two or 
three participants. Because the recommended group size for focus groups is between sbc 
to eight participants, it is possible that the smaller group skes influenced the dynamics of 
the group. Rores and Alonso (1995) cautioned that without at least sk members in a 
focus group, open and lively discussion may be compromised. It is possible that 
providing more compensation for those participatmg in the focus groups would have 
increased the rate of participation. 
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This low level of participation from students in the begmnmg stages of the early 
chfldhood education program can be interpreted in many different ways. For example, it 
is possible that Beginner students aren't as committed to the field of earfy childhood 
education as the Intermediate and Advanced smdents. In feet, it is likefy that some of the 
beginning smdents asked to participate in this study will change majors before they 
graduate. It is less likely that the students in the Intermediate and Advanced Groups will 
change theor majors, due to the tune mvested mto then- program AdditionaOy, the 
Intermediate and Advanced students had completed many upper level courses and have a 
clearer picture of the appropriateness of theur career choice. It is also possible that 
students at the beginning level did not feel comfortable regardmg their knowledge and 
skills of the field of early childhood education and when asked to share then- ideas felt 
mtnnidated or nervous about the process. 
Another Imitation of the current study relates to the voluntary nature of 
participation. It is possible that students who chose to participate in this smdy have 
different views regarding early childhood education than students who chose not to 
participate, resulting in a potential bias. To address this problem m the fiiture, students 
could share then* beliefs and ideas in the context of a required course or component of 
then: early childhood education program. 
Implications for Earlv Childhood Teacher Education 
The feidmgs of this study have several Duplications for the field of early 
childhood teacher education. As stated previously, one of the most beneficial aspects of 
teacher preparation programs is the field experience component (Guyton & Mclntyre. 
1990). Students' responses in the current study lead to several recommendations to 
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enhance field experiences, providmg the most beneficial experience possible for early 
cfafldhood education majors. First, a key aspect of providing successfiil practica is early 
experience. The benefits of early experience was documented by Goodman (1985) who 
suggested that earty field experiences can benefit teacher education students in many 
ways, including enhancing the students' sense of autonomy, creativity, and 
thoughtfiilness. The current study suggests that early field experiences can be beneficial 
in other ways, as welL For example, early experiences m mclusive programs may help 
beginnmg students develop a more appropriate belief system toward working with 
chfldren with specM needs. 
As described previously, many Intermediate and Advanced students stated that 
they were unaware of the likelihood that they would be workmg with children in 
mclusive programs until they had reached then: upper level courses. Many students stated 
that even though they were aware that thet degree prepared them to work with children 
with and without special needs, they had begim their program with mtentions of working 
only m "regular classrooms." As they progressed through their program, students stated 
that they gamed a more realistic viewpomt about this topic and recognked the likelihood 
that their work with young children would include children diagnosed with special needs. 
Ths viewpomt is important to understand because several students beh'eved that if they 
had possessed a more realistic viewpoint fi"om the beginning of their program, it would 
have impacted their teacher education program. For example, one student stated that she 
would have "paid more attention" to the mfbrmation regarding children with special 
needs m her early courses if she had actually believed that this was a likely aspect of her 
career m early childhood education. Thfe finding is supported by previous literature 
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"tfattng that students' perspectives upon entrance into their teacher education programs 
serve as filters through which they make sense of then: traming experiences 
(HoIIingsworth, 1989). Perhaps students were convinced of the importance of this 
subject matter earlier m their program, they would benefit more fix)m courses presenting 
this content. 
In order to convince students of the importance of knowledge surrounding their 
work m inclusive settmgs, it is important that they have an accurate picture of the practice 
of mclusion. Many students believe that their struggle with the concept of inclusion was 
due, ni part, to the feet that they had not been exposed to mclusive education prior to their 
teacher education program. They stated that because working with chOdren with special 
needs is a new experience, that they were nervous and afraid about then- role in this 
process. If students are exposed to inclusive progranas early m their field experiences, 
they will have the opportimity to mcrease then* comfort level and clarify any maccurate 
perceptions they may have regardmg inclusive programming before they reach their 
upper level courses. It would seem that allowing students the opportunity to work 
through issues of discomfort and uncertainty early in their program would allow the 
students to focus more on upper level content issues such as curriculum and assessment. 
Enhancing students' early mclusive experiences may require clarifying students* 
definitions of inclusive practice. For example, several .Advanced students stated that they 
had not been placed in inclusive programs until their senior year. This is an inaccurate 
account, however. It is possible that most students have been placed in inclusive 
programs or classrooms much earlier than their &ial year, but failed to recognize them as 
such. The students in this early childhood program complete a practicum durmg their 
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senior year that requires them to work, at an early childhood center serving many children 
with special needs. It is not uncommon in this setting for a classroom to have up to eight 
children with special needs mcluded with typicalfy developmg children- However, 
students' earlier experiences in inclusive programs may have mvolved only one child 
with special needs, perhaps disposed with a mild disability such as a developmental 
delay or ADHD. The challenge remains m convmcmg students that classrooms such as 
these are mclusive, not only those serving several children diagnosed with severe 
disabilities. 
In terms of implications for teacher educators, it seems that a goal should be to 
help students efiectively link course content to theff field experiences. For example, 
university instructors and cooperatmg teachers may need to identify children with mild 
disabilities to students, with an emphasK on strategies used to successfully mclude that 
child in the classroom. Because a goal of successM inclusion is to allow children to 
experience education in the most natural environment possible, these strategies may not 
be obvious to students beginning their field experiences with little knowledge of mclusive 
practice. Teacher educators must be cognizant of the fact that students may not have an 
accurate perception of the "behind the scenes" work that occurs in inclusive programs 
and may need help to recognize and understand the intricacies of inclusion. 
Another tmplicatfon of the current research is related to the level of Sunily 
interaction that occurs in students' field experiences. Begmner students expressed 
substantial anxiety about the prospect of working with parents and expected their 
relationships with them to be characterized by conflict and criticism. While Intermediate 
and Advanced students expressed somewhat more positive views about relationships with 
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parents, they continued to describe parent interactions as being a chaflengmg aspect of 
their Job. Many were concerned about getting parent nxvolvement to the degree desired 
by the teacher or sharing information or concerns with them regardmg then: children. 
To help students reconcile these concerns and increase theu* comfort level when 
working with parents, it seems as though it would be bencficial to allow students to take a 
more active role in parent interactions m their field placements. This may mclude 
requmng students to mitiate contact with parents, write newsletters or other forms of 
correspondence, plan and implement a femity activity, or partic^te in parent-teacher 
conferences. Although these activities typically occur at the level of student teaching, 
earlier experience with femily mvolvement would be valuable. In addition to field 
experiences, university mstructors could enhance students* understanding of parental 
relationships by highlightmg parents' roles m thek child's education firom the begmning 
of then- early childhood teacher education program. This recommendation is supported 
by Briggs, Jalongo. and Brown (1997) who stated that a commitment to femilies must 
begin with teacher education programs. They believe that this is an aspect of teacher 
education that is not addressed adequately. Becher (1986) also supported the 
reconunendation for an mcreased focus on parent mteractions by advocating for an 
emphasis on helping students identify then* own beliefs about various aspects of parent 
involvement. "It is only when teachers become aware of then: own fears, concerns, and 
negative feelings that they are able to rationally eliminate them and to develop more 
efiective strategies" (Becher, p. 109). 
In addition to helpmg students recognize their own belief systems and the ways m 
which then" beliefs and attitudes impact then actions, it is miportant for teacher educators 
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to be aware of what students believe and how they interpret information presented to 
them- It is not enough to focus on students* faeliefe upon entrance to their teacher 
education program, but to monitor and understand students^ changing belief and 
attitudes throughout thei entire program. An example is offered by the feet that students 
in this study emphasized the teachmg of sodal and emotional skills to young children in 
early childhood settings, but rarely discussed the importance of teaching cognitive, 
motor, and language skills. Explorn^ students' beliefs around this issue would shed light 
on why they so obviously neglected to discuss these domams. It is possible that the 
students misinterpreted the mtentions of teacher educators who promoted naturalistic 
procedures as more appropriate methods for teaching such skills, instead perceivmg this 
approach as meaning that these domains are not as unportant to teach very young 
children. ThK is Just one example of a situation m which it would be beneficial to 
explore students' thmking allowing any misconceptions to be addressed and clarified. 
Another important implication fi-om these findmgs is related to the relationship 
that early childhood education students have with the cooperating teachers with whom 
they work m their field experiences. Research documents that cooperating teachers have 
the potential to influence the development of preservice teachers' beliefs and attitudes 
(Renzaglia et al., 1997). Renzaglia et al. stated that because of this potential influence, 
care should be taken in choosing and training cooperating teachers. The findings of the 
currcnt study highlight several challenges mherent when workmg with cooperatmg 
teachers in a variety of early childhood settmgs. Because of the potential influence these 
mdividuals have on the beliefs of preservice teachers, it would seem ideal to choose 
experienced teachers who support and demonstrate the philosophies promoted in the 
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earfy chfldhood teacher education program. However, it is not always possible to choose 
the teachers with whom preservice teachers work. Efforts have been made through 
accreditation procedures to ensure the high quality of early childhood programs and their 
teachers, but there are not always enough of these placements available for every 
undergraduate student. To counteract this problem, it seems as though traming 
cooperatmg teachers through the use of orientation meetings or written materials such as 
handbooks, would help ensure that the cooperating teachers are aware of the university 
program's goals for students and the kmds of experiences that would benefit students 
most. In this study, many students stated that they were not sure of then- boundaries 
while participating m experienced teachers' programs and felt torn between 
miplementing practice taught in their teacher education program that may be in contrast 
with the practice of the classroom teacher. Perhaps if teacher education programs made 
expBcitly clear the descred experiences for students, cooperatmg teachers would be more 
willing and able to pro\ide those specific experiences. 
Finally, this study has miplications for the methods used to instruct students 
enrolled in early childhood education programs. Previous literature suggests that adults 
benefit from a constructivist approach to learning characterced by opportunities for 
active leammg techraques. reflective practice, and choicemakmg (Buflcin & Bryde, 
1996). The findings of this study support this claim. Many students stated that these 
techmques were critical to the development of theur skills and beliefs. In addition, many 
students believe they would benefit from even more active learning strategies. Because 
this perspective comes from learners themselves, this is valuable advice that should not 
be ignored by early childhood teacher educators. 
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Implications for Future Research 
The exploration of early childhood preservice teachers" beliefs is a necessary 
component of the design and m^Iementation of early childhood teacher education 
programs. The current study also provides several opportunities for fiiture research. For 
example, future studies should add an observation component to studies of beliefe to 
examine the congruency between students' beliefs and their actions. This would not only 
serve to mprove teacher education programs, but allow students the opportunity to 
recognfee any discrepancies that may occur between their beKefs and practice. In 
addition, students may also be able to detect any underlymg belief systems that lead them 
to act in ways that are not appropriate for their work with young children and their 
femilies. 
Future studies probing more deeply into the beliefs of beginnmg students would 
also be of mterest. Included m these explorations should be an emphasis on previous 
experiences and how those experiences have impacted the development of their belief 
systems. With this knowledge, teacher education programs can better design curriculum 
to meet the individual needs of students. 
The participants in the current study were white female undergraduates, most of 
whom began college immediately following high school. Future research would benefit 
from the exploration of a more diverse group, including teacher education students from 
diverse cultures, males, and non-traditional students. It is possible that each of these 
mdividual's previous experiences mfluence their belief systems in unique ways. 
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
The purpose of these two papers is to explore the beliefs of early childhood 
preservice teachers and influences on the development of those beliefe. The review of 
literature provides readers with a background of previous research conducted in this area. 
While there has been recent interest in the beiiefe of preservice teachers, few studies 
relate specifically to the beliefs of early childhood preservice teachers. The second paper 
addresses this need. 
The second paper in this dissertation qualitatively examines the beliefe of 19 early 
childhood education students at Iowa State University. Focus groups and individual 
mterviews were conducted to explore several topics (e.g., teacher role, mclusion, parent 
nwolvement). 
This paper contributes to the sparse literature regardmg the beliefs of early 
childhood preservice teachers. The following five themes emerged fi-om students* 
discussions of their beliefs surrounding early childhood education: 1) Children's 
Learning and Development; 2) Working with Groups of Children; 3) Relationships; 4) 
Inclusion; and 5) Professional Issues in Early Childhood Education. Students m the three 
groups demonstrated differences in their beliefs surrounding strategies to facilitate young 
children's leammg. curriculum and plannmg for mdividual children, relationships with 
parents, and the practice and implementation of inclusion. 
Understanding early childhood preservice teachers* beliefs and influences on the 
development of those beliefs has important nnplications for early childhood teacher 
education programs. For example, students m the current study oflen had inaccurate 
beliefs surrounding the practice of inclusion upon entrance into their teacher education 
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program. Teacher educators need to be aware of these beliefe and aid students in 
developing attitudes that are more appropriate for their work with young children and 
thett" femiKes. In addition, the feidings of this study suggest tliat a greater emphasis 
needs to be placed on parent invohrement and relationships at the begkming level of 
students' programs. This would improve prospective teachers' comfort level when 
working with femilies and help them better integrate families' needs and priorities into 
children's leammg experiences. 
Fmalfy, students' responses in. the current study supported previous literature that 
clams that learning opportunities in accordance with a constructivist approach to early 
childhood teacher education are effective in shapmg students' belief systems. 
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HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW COMMITTEE APPROVAL 
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Lj;st name of Pnncipal Investigator Baum 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (ptease check.): 
12. Letter or wntteti suuement to subjects indicaung ctcariy; 
a) the purpose of the research 
b) the use of any idenntlcr codes (names, ifs). how thev will be used, and when thev will be removed (see item 
17) ' 
c) an esumate of time needed for paniapation in ihe research 
d) if applicabie. the iociuon of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
t") la a longitudinal study, when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) that parucipauon is volunuiry-; nonparuapauon will not affect evaluauons of the subject 
13. D Signed consent form (if applicable) 
14. Q Letter of approval for research from cooperaons organizations or instuunons (if applicable) 
15. S Data-gathering instruments 
16. Anuapated dates for contact with subjects: 
First contact Last contact 
7/6/99 05/15/2000 
.VIonth'Dav; Y ear Month/Day/Y ear 
17. [f applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
taoes will be erased: 
Monch/Davv Y ear 
IS. Signature of Departmental Executive 
Officer 
^ ^ I N 
Date 
•ii 
N. 
Department or .Administcuave Unit 
19. yPeptsion of the Unr- cr?;:} i-iuman Subjects ReMew Commitice: 
I^Prorect approved Q Project not appro\ ed , No acuon required 
Name of Human SufajccL«. :n Research Committee Chair 
7 
Patrfcfa Keith 2^ 
- ^ Sianuturc-pf Committcfe Chaip' _ 
nmj .'/www orad-college.rasate ec3u/forms/HumanSub(ectS.(loc 
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LETTER TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION MAJORS 
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Dear Early Childhood Education Major, 
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Human Development and Family 
Studies at Iowa State University. This MI will be conducting my dissertation research 
exploring undergraduate students' perceptions of early childhood education. Currently, I 
am searchmg for students who would be willing to participate m this research project. If 
you choose to be mvolved, you will partic^te ni a focus group (group mterview) which 
will be conducted on campus m fate August and. September, lastmg approxnnately 154 -2 
hours. You will receive refreshments m exchange for your participation. In adc^tion, 
after the compIetioQ of the focus group, some students wiH be asked to participate in an 
individual mterview lastmg approxnnately one hour. All focus groups will be video 
taped and all mdividual interviews will be audio taped. 
All mformation exchanged in the focus groups and interviews will be kept 
confidential. All participants will be requnred to sign a confidentiality agreement prior to 
theff participation ki the focus groups. In addMon, you will be identMed by a 
pseudorQTii (felse name) whenever represented m pubfehed articles or in oral 
presentations. You are free to discontinue participation in the research project at any 
time. 
If you would be willing to participate m this study, please complete the enclosed 
questionnaire and return it to me. Not everyone who returns this questionnaire will be 
chosen to participate in the focus groups. If you have any questions, please call me m my 
office at (515)294-0785 or at home at 
(515)296-1455. Additionally, you can reach me by email at abaum@iastate.edu. I would 
be happy to discuss this project with you. Thank you for consideration of this request. 
Sincerely, 
Angela Baum, M.S. 
Graduate Student 
Paula McMurray-Schwarz, PhJ). 
Assistant Professor 
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APPENDIX C 
SELECTION QUESTIONNIARE 
I l l  
Please return, this survey by July 23,1999. 
101 Child Development Building 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Name: Age: Gender 
1. Did you begin college unmediately foflowmg high school? 
^Yes 
No 
If not, how long did you wait before you began college? 
2. Did you transfer to Iowa State from another university, college, or community 
college? 
^Yes 
No 
3. Please indicate your previous work with young children and how long you 
worked m each setting (check all that apply): 
Experience How long? 
head teacher in a preschool or 
daycare setting years months 
assistant teacher in a preschool or 
daycare setting years months 
provided home davcare for 6 or 
more children in your home years months 
elementary school teacher years months 
assistant in an elementary school 
classroom years months 
Daoysitmig years montns 
other (olease describe) 
years months 
4. How many children of your own do you have? Their ages: 
5. After completing your degree, with which age group would you prefer to work? 
(check all that apply) 
^Infents/Toddlers ^Preschoolers Kindergarteners 
Graders No preference 
PLEASE COMPLETE OTHER SIDE 
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6. Please check the courses that you have completed or are taking this summen 
HDFS 220 (Development & HDFS 455 (Curricula Ages 3-6) 
Guidance: Birth-2) 
HDFS 221 (Development & HDFS 456 (Famify Focused 
Guidance: 3-8) Interventions for Young Qiildreii) 
El Ed 245 (Strategies for Teaching) El Ed 433 (Teachmg Social Studies 
m the Primary Grades) 
El Ed 268 (Strategics Practicum) El Ed 438 (Teaching Math in the 
Prmary Grades) 
HDFS 340 (Assessment & El Ed 439 (Teaching Science m the 
Curriculum: Birth-2) Primary Grades) 
HDFS 343 (Assessment & El Ed 468F (Supervised Practicum 
Programming: 3-6) in Teaching Literacy) 
HDFS 345 (Adapting Programming El Ed 468G (Supervised Practicum 
m Inclusive Settings) in Teachmg Mathematics) 
El Ed 367 (Teachmg Literacy in El Ed 4681 (Supervfeed Practicimi 
Primary Grades) in Teachmg Science) 
1 have completed or am currently enrolled m my student teaching experience 
7. Approximately how many college credits have you completed? 
8- Have you been admitted to the teacher education licensure program? 
Yes 
No 
9. Is your GPA at or above a 2.5? 
^Yes 
No 
10. Is your ACT score at or above 19? 
^Yes 
^No 
If not, have you passed the PPST (Pre-Professional Skills Test)? 
Yes 
No 
Your current phone number 
Your fall address: 
Your fall phone number: 
Your email address: 
Thank you! 
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Please indicate which times you would likely be able to participate in a focus group 
(check all that apply): 
Monday evening 
Tu^day evening 
Wednesday evenmg 
ITiursday evening 
Friday evenmg 
^Saturday afternoon 
^Saturday evening 
^Sunday afternoon 
Sunday evening 
Name: 
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HD FS 220. Development and Gaidance: Ages Birth tbrough 2 Years. 
(2-2)* Typical and atypical development from birth through two years of age. 
Development and guidance withm the contexts of femity, program, and society. Guided 
observation of physical, motor, cognitive, communication, social, and emotional 
development; partic^ation ni an mfent care center. 
HD FS 221. Development and Guidance: Ages 3 through 8 Years. 
(2-2) Typical and atypical development from three through eight years of age. 
Development and guidance within the contexts of family, program, and society. Guided 
observation of physical, motor, cognitive, communication, sociaL and emotional 
development; participation in an accredited preprimary program. 
El Ed** 245. Strategies in Teaching. 
(2-0) Introduction to elementary education teachmg strategies, classroom management, 
and curriculum organiTation. 
EI Ed 268. Strategies Practicum. 
(0-2) Clinical experience, to be taken concurrently with 245. 
HD FS 340. Assessment and Curricula: Ages Birth through 2 Years. 
(3-3) Assessment strategies for infents and toddlers, mcluding those with speckl needs. 
Curriciila, leammg environments, teachmg strategies, health and nutritional practices, and 
schedules that are developmentally, mdividuaHy, and culturally approprmte. Using 
assessment to plan, hnplement, and evaluate activities to promote physical, motor, 
cognitive, communication, and socM-emotional development. 
HD FS 343. Assessment and Programming: Ages 3 through 6 Years. 
(3-3) Assessment strategies for preschool and kmdergarten children, mcludmg those with 
special needs. Leammg environments, schedules, activities, nutritional practices, and 
teaching strategies that are developmentally, mdividually, and ctilturally appropriate. 
Using assessment to plan, unplement and evaluate activities to promote physical motor, 
cognitive, communication, and social-emotional development. 
HD FS 345. Adapting Programming in Inclusive Settings. 
(3-0) Adaptmg mater^ and equipment to meet social, cognitive, nutritional, physical 
motor, communication, and medical needs of children, bnth through 8, with diverse 
learning needs and multiple disabilities in inclusive settmgs for young children. 
Appraisal and management of spectalced h^th care needs. Designmg and evaluating 
individual education plans. 
* The first number in parentheses denotes the hours per week spent En lecture; the second number denotes 
the hours per week of practicum experience. 
^ Erementary Education (EI Ed) courses have recently been renamed as Curriculum and Instruction Courses 
(C I). In the stucfy, the fabel of EI Ed was used because of its femiliarity to students. 
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El Ed 367. Teaching Literacy ia the Primary Grades. 
(4-0) Theories, teaching strategies, materials, and learning experiences for kindergarten 
through thffd grade students. Formal and mformal assessment strategies and instructional 
methods for dwerse learners. 
HD FS 455. Curricula for Ages 3 through 6 Years. 
(3-3) Program models and methods leadmg to development and organization of 
appropriate curricula in preschool and kmdergarten programs, for young children with 
diverse leammg needs. Government regulations and protessional standards for child 
programmmg. Teaming with parents, colleagues, and paraprofessionals to plan, 
implement, and evaluate developmentally and culturally appropriate mdividualized 
education plans in inclusive settings. Integrated practicum settmg. 
HD FS 456. Famity-Focused Interventions for Young Children. 
(3-1) Application of family systems theory in femify-focused service delivery models. 
Teammg with parents and colleagues to plan, Element, and evaluate mdividualoed 
femily service plans. Focus on home-based mtervention usmg routmes and activities to 
embed mtervention goals, femily support, and Imking femilies to community resources. 
Field experience m home-based programs. 
El Ed 433. Teaching Social Studies in the Primary Grades. 
(3-0) Study, development, and application of current methods for providing appropriate 
socal studies leammg experiences for prmiary grade children. Instructional strategies, 
curriculum content, and formal and mformal assessment strategies for diverse learners. 
El Ed 438. Teaching Mathematics in the Primary Grades. 
(2-0) Study, development, and application of current methods for providmg appropriate 
mathematics learning experiences for primary grade children. Formal and mformal 
assessment strategies and mstructional methods for diverse learners. 
EI Ed 439. Teaching Science in the Primary Grades. 
(2-0) Study, development, and application of current methods for providing appropriate 
science leammg experiences and processes for primary grade children. Formal and 
mformal assessment strategies and mstructional methods for diverse learners. 
El Ed 468. Supervised Practicum in Teaching. 
Obser\'aiion, application of current methods, and instmciional experiences with children 
in a supervised elementary classroom while engaged m other elementary methods 
courses. 
F. Prunary Grades, Literacy, Inclusive 
G. Primary Grades, Mathematics, Inclusive 
H. Primary Grades, Science, Inclusive 
Source: Iowa Slate University BuHelin: Course and Programs 1999-2001 
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PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS 
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Participant Characteristics^ 
Characteristics Frequency Percent'* 
College Immediately After 
High School 
Yes 17 89.5% 
No 2 10.5% 
Transferred to Iowa State 
Yes 4 21.1% 
No 15 78.9% 
Previous Experience 
Head Teacher 4 21.1% 
(Preschool/Daycare) 
Assistant Teacher 12 632,% 
(Preschool/Daycare) 
Home Daycare 0 0.0% 
Elementary Teacher 0 0.0% 
Assistant (Elementary 3 15.8% 
Classroom) 
Babysittmg 18 94.7% 
Other 7 36.8% 
Children of Owti 0 0.0% 
''N=19 
'' Because partidpants were able to respond to more than one appropriate answer, not alf percentages equal 
100®''o. 
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Characteristics Frequency Percent 
Preferred Age Group 
Infents/Toddlers 4 2LI% 
Preschoolers tO 52.6% 
Kindergarteners 14 73.7% 
Graders 10 52.6% 
No Preference I 5.3% 
Completed College Credits 
0-30 I 5.3% 
31-60 3 15.8% 
61-90 3 15.8% 
91-120 3 15.8% 
120+ 6 31.6% 
Missing 3 15.8% 
Admitted to Teacher 14 73.7% 
Licenstire Program 
Not Admitted, but Eligible for 5 26.3% 
Admission into Teacher Licensure 
Program 
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BEGINNER GROUP CHARACTERISTICS 
Beginner Group Characteristics" 
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Characteristics Frequency Percent 
College Immediately After 
High School 
Yes 
No 
Transferred to Iowa State 
Yes 
No 
E'revious Experience 
Head Teacher 
(Preschool/Daycare) 
Assistant Teacher 
(PreschooL'Daycare) 
Home Daycare 
Elementary Teacher 
Assistant (Elementary 
Classroom) 
Babysitting 
Other 
Children of Own 
0 
I 
I 
6 
0 
0 
I 
0 
85.7% 
14.3% 
14.3% 
85.7% 
28.6% 
42.9% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
14.3% 
100.0% 
28-6% 
0.0% 
** Because parttapants were able to respond to more than one appropriate answer, not all percentages equal 
100%. 
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Characteristics Frequency Percent 
Preferred Age Group 
Infents/Toddlers 
Preschoolers 
Kmdergarteners 
Graders 
No Preference 
Completed College Credits 
0-30 
31-60 
61-90 
91-120 
120+ 
Missmg 
Admitted to Teacher 
Licensure Program 
Not Admitted, but Eligible for 
Admission mto Teacher Licensure 
Program 
:> 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
0 
0 
7 
57.1% 
42.9% 
71.4% 
28.6% 
14J% 
14.3% 
28.6% 
28.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
28.6% 
28.6% 
71.4% 
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Intermediate Group Characteristics' 
Characterfetics Frequency Percent'' 
College Immediately After 
High School 
Yes 7 100.0% 
No 0 0.0% 
Transferred to Iowa State 
Yes 0 0.0% 
No 7 100.0% 
Previous Experience 
Head Teacher 0 0.0% 
(Preschool/Daycare) 
Assistant Teacher 4 57.1% 
(Preschool/Daycare) 
Home Daycare 0 0.0% 
Elementary Teacher 0 0.0% 
Ass^ant (Elementary I 14.3% 
Classroom) 
Babysitting 6 85.7% 
Other 5 71.4% 
Children of Own 0 0.0% 
" Because partfcfpants were able to respond to more than one appropnate answer, not all percentages equal 
100%. 
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Characteristics Frequency Percent 
Preferred Age Group 
Infents/Toddlers 0 0.0% 
Preschoolers 4 57.1% 
Kmdergarteners 5 71.4% 
Graders 5 71.4% 
No Preference 0 0.0% 
Completed College Credits 
0-30 0 0.0% 
31-60 1 14.3% 
61-90 2 28.6% 
91-120 2 28.6% 
120+ 2 28.6% 
Missmg 0 0.0% 
Admitted to Teacher 7 100.0% 
Licensure Program 
Not Admitted, btit Eligible for 0 0.0% 
Admission mto Teacher Licenstire 
Program 
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Advanced Group Characteristics® 
Characteristics Frequency Percent** 
College Inimediately After 
ffigh School 
Yes 4 80.0% 
No I 20.0% 
Transferred to Iowa State 
Yes 3 60.0% 
No 2 40.0% 
Previous Experience 
Head Teacher 2 40.0% 
(Preschoo 1/Daycare) 
Assistant Teacher 5 100.0% 
(Preschoo I/Daycare) 
Home Daycare 0 0.0% 
Elementary Teacher 0 0.0% 
Assistant (Elementary I 20.0% 
Classroom) 
Bafaysittmg 5 100.0% 
Other 0 0.0% 
Children of Own 0 0.0% 
** Because participants were abte to respond to more than one appropriate answer  ^not all percentages equal 
too%. 
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Characteristics Frequency Percent 
Preferred Age Group 
Infents/Toddlers 0 0.0% 
Preschoolers 3 60.0% 
Kindergarteners 4 80.0% 
Graders 3 60.0% 
No Preference 0 0.0% 
Completed College Credits 
0-30 0 0.0% 
31-60 0 0.0% 
61-90 0 0.0% 
91-120 0 0.0% 
120+ 4 80.0% 
Missmg I 20.0% 
Admitted to Teacher 5 100.0% 
Licensure Program 
Not Admitted^ but Eligible for 0 0.0% 
Admission into Teacher Licensure 
Program 
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Iowa State University 1999-01 Catalog 
(Jointly admmistered by D^arments of Cumculum and InstrucrionJ College of Education 
and Human Development and Family Studies. College of Family and Consumer Sciences) 
Meets Jowa leacher licensure-requirements for Early Childhood Education Unified Teacher JJceme 
128.5 tot  ^semper credits requ&ed 
(11£) COMMUNICATIONS and LIBRARY 
(3) . ENGU 104 . Fist-'V5eafCompostoon 
(3) . ENGL'.. 105 First-Ye^Composrdon , . --
(.5). • lilB / >160 ' 'Libr  ^inaction . •'  ^  ^ ' 
(3) " S? tM, 212 ". Fund^entab of Public Speaking 
(3). . Select fomComnnimcations Options (on revene) 
(12J NATURAL SCIENCES aiid.MATHEMATICS 
(3) . FSHN". 167 "-^troductionto'HumanNutritronr:', 
(3)"' MATH -195 •.\Matfa"forEiementary-^cation:.-' . 
GY •' SeiectS credits fcbmphy«calsclenc« (see reverse) . • ~ . 
(SV Select S i^edits fmm biological sciences ^ seerev^}. 
0)>; • sooXiLsciE^ A -v ' ^ ; 
{3) Select'feim America government or Ammcan history- ; 
(6)V";.Se!da^mCFCS approved ' V- • 
(9)^.-HUMANmi^ : 
(9) •_=- Select femCFC^ appravead'® - . :. 
(2)' HE^^ D^'CE, P^S^CALJ^^^ - ^ • 
(2) •/ i05 First Aid and Eme^m<  ^Care 
(12) 2 fnaii '^bEV^OPP^^ 
(3);,' HbFS'.lfe vliidividuaLandFinay.LifeDevelopment' 
(3) .. HD-K"; •220: •^Dcvelbpmentand Guidancef AgesBirth -
.  J ' •2yeaip- - ';^ *'•'  
(3) - HD re-"221 - JJeveldpmert and Guidance: AgM 3-8. : 
(3)-' Select;&om:" - . -- • ' 
• V HD FS. 349 • , Parentmg andFamily Diversfty IssuK 
• HD FS: 395 ChQdrei^  FamiUes, and PufalicToIicy ' • 
. ' HDFS" 445 AdmihismtionofPrograms.for Qiildrm' 
HDFS 449 ' Lirjcmg Families andCommraities . 
. - HDFS '460 • HbusmgandBivffonmenB.fbrChildren " 
ORIENTATION (Family and. Consumer Sciences) ' 
(R) "• FCEDS 110 . FCS Orientatfonr : "'• 
(R)' FCEDS'310 Career Opportunities  ^
(21) 
(3) 
W-
W (3) 
(4) 
(3) 
PREPRIMARY: INCLUSIVE 
• HDFS -240 Literature For Children . 
Assessment and Curriculum: r " ~ . 
' Birth-2years ' . 
Assessment and Prograianiing: S-fi Years-
A^pting Pro^an^mg m faclusrve 
Settmgs " * ' : . 
Curricula for Ages 3-6 .. - . . , 
r .Family Focused tateryehtions-fot Young 
. Childrm 
HD FS 340 . 
HD rev 343-
HDFS 345' 
HDFS 
HDFS 
455 
456 
(21) 
( I ) -
:c4) 
;(2) : 
a),-
V-l \ 
•(I): 
.(2). 
PRIMARY: INcL.Uj '^E' . . • . -
.C.L'' 24i5.y-Sttkqgies for Teaching 
CI • _268. Strategies^^cutrt; *'r • > 
Ci . - 367 Tea<imgLitra^mthePriniaryGraces" 
CI 433 - Teacfaiig SocM Studies in the Prunary 
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Focus Group Discussion: The Professional Perceptions of Early Childhood Education 
Preservice Teachers 
The purpose of this focus group is to leam about the professional perceptions of early 
chiltUiood education preservice teachers. During the focus group you will have the 
opportunity to share your opinions and ideas concerning the following issues: 
1) Your philosophies and beliefe of early childhood education. 
2) Factors that ^ve influenced the development of your philosophies and belief of 
early childhood education. 
3) Your goals and aspiations as you become a teacher of young children. 
The followmg are basic ground rules for the focus group discussion: 
• This is an open discussion and you can ask questions and respond to each other. 
• I would like to hear from everyone. 
• If you need to get up at any tine, please feel free to do so. 
• There are no right and wrong answers. 
• Please respect others' opinions and statements. 
In order to assure that the opmons and ideas shared in this focus group discussion remain 
confidentkl, I ask that you please sign the confidentiality agreement below. 
As a participant m the focus group discussion concerning the professional perceptions of 
earfy childhood education preservice teachers, I agree not to discuss any of the opinions 
and ideas expressed nor any of the participants' identities others. 
Name Date 
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Focus Group Guide for Beginner Group 
L Tell us your name and briefly about your experience working with young children. 
2. First, I would like to talk about your decision to major in early childhood education. Why did 
you decide to major in ECE? 
What do you think influenced your decision to major in ECE? 
Experience? 
Classes? 
Someone you know? 
Family? 
3. What do you enjoy about working with young children? 
4. What do you believe is the purpose of early childhood education? What is early childhood 
education and why is it important? 
5. How do you believe children leam? 
6. What do you think is the teacher's role in early childhood education? What do teachers do? 
7. Describe what you think is the teacher's responsibility in terms of working with 
families. 
8. What do you think is difficult about working with children with special needs? 
9. What do you think is difficult about working with young children? 
How are these challenges different from when you first started working with 
young children? 
What challenges do you think you will face in the future as an early childhood 
educator? 
10. What are your strengths in working with young children? What are you good at? 
11. Describe a good ECE teacher. 
12. What are your goals as you become a teacher of young children? 
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Focus Group Guide for Intermediate Group 
1. Tell us your name and briefly about your experience working with young children. 
2. First, I would like to talk about your decision to major in early childhood education. Why did 
you decide to major in ECE? 
What do you think influenced your decision to major in ECE? 
Experience? 
Classes? 
Someone you know? 
Family? 
3. What do you enjoy about working with young children? 
4. What do you believe is the purpose of early childhood education? What is early childhood 
education and why is it important? 
5. How do you believe children leant? 
6. What do you believe is the teachers role in early childhood education? 
Children with special needs? Families? 
7. How have your beliefs about early childhood education changed from when you first became 
an ECE major until now? 
What influenced your beliefs to change? 
Experience? 
Coursework? 
8. How have your interactions or the ways you work with children changed from when you first 
became an ECE major until now? 
9. What do you think is difficult about working with young children? 
How are these challenges different from when you first started working with 
young children? 
What challenges do you think you will face in the future as an early childhood 
educator? 
10- What are your strengths in working with young children? What are you good at? 
11. Describe a good ECE teacher. Qualities not good for an ECE teacher? 
12. What are your goals as you become a teacher of young children? 
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Focus Group Guide for Advanced Group 
1. Tell us your name and briefly about your experience woridng with young children. 
2. First, I would like to talk about your decision to major in early childhood 
education. Why did you decide to major in ECE? 
What do you think influenced your decision to major in ECE? 
Experience? 
Classes? 
Someone you know? 
Family? 
3. What do you enjoy about working with young children? 
4. What do you believe is the purpose ofearly childhood education? What is early 
childhood education and why is it important? 
5. How do you believe children learn? 
6. What do you believe is the teachers role in early childhood education? 
Children with special needs? Families? 
7. How have your beliefs about early childhood education changed fh)m 
when you first became an ECE major until now? 
What influenced your beliefs to change? 
Experience? 
Coursework? 
8. How have your interactions or the ways you work with children changed 
from when you first became an ECE major until now? 
9. What do you think is difficult about working with young children? 
How are these challenges different from when you first started working 
with young children? 
What challenges do you think you will face in the future as an early childhood educator? 
10. What are your goals as you become a teacher of young children? 
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Interview Questions for Beginner Group 
1. Describe the relationship you want to have with the childrea with whom you 
work. Describe the rel^onship you want to have with the children's femilies. 
2. Talk a little bit about your beliefe about inclusioiL How have these beliefe 
changed from when you fest decided to major m ECE until now? Why do think 
they have changed? 
3. What skills do you believe teachers need to have to be successfiil workmg in an 
inclusive setting? 
4. What are some things that a teacher can do to help all children to be successful in 
an integrated setting? 
5. What do you believe are the challenges that teachers fece when workmg in an 
mclusive setting? 
6. As you know, all ECE majors receive a unified degree from otir department. ? If 
you had the choice, would you have chosen special education or regular 
education? Was this change made after you had already decided to major in 
ECE? How did you feel about that change? How do you feel now? What caused 
your feelings to change? 
7. How have your beliefs about guidance and the ways you handle guidance 
situations m your classroom changed from when you first became and ECE major 
until now? Why have they changed? 
8. Describe the skills or knowledge that you think early childhood educators should 
help young children develop. These may be different for deferent age groups. 
9. In the focus group, you talked about the fact that m Early Childhood Education, 
teachers are often called upon to meet the needs of children that may not be 
gettmg met at home or elsewhere. Can you talk a little about that? What kmd of 
needs? How can we meet them? 
10. In the focus groups, one thmg that kept commg up was the idea that your 
philosophies as an early childhood educator may be different from those held by 
the school district or program that you work in. Can you talk a little bit about that 
idea? In what ways do you think your philosophies may differ? Why will they 
differ? How will you handle that? 
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Interview Questions for Intermediate Students 
1. Describe the relationship you want to have with the children with whom you 
work. Describe the rel^onship you want to have with the children's femilies. 
2. In the focus groups we talked a lot about the teacher's role m early childhood 
education. One thing that came up was the role of the teacher m educatmg 
parents. Can you talk a little about this role of parent education? When is it 
necessary? What kinds of things do you teach parents? 
3- Talk a little bit about your beliefe about inclusion. How have these beliefs 
changed from when you first decided to major in ECE until now? Why do thiok 
they have changed? 
4. What gtnUs do you believe teachers need to have to be successful working m an 
mclusive settmg? 
5. What are some things that a teacher can do to help all children to be successful m 
an mtegrated setting? 
6. What do you believe are the challenges that teachers face when workmg m an 
mclusive settu^? 
7. As you know, all ECE majors receive a unified degree from our department. ? If 
you had the choice, would you have chosen special education or regular 
education? Was this change made after you had already decided to major in 
ECE? How did you feel about that change? How do you feel now? What caused 
your feelings to change? 
8. How have your beliefe about guidance and the ways you handle guidance 
situations m your classroom changed from when you first became and ECE major 
until now? Why have they changed? 
9. Describe the skills or knowledge that you think early childhood educators should 
help young children develop. Th^ may be different for difierent age groups. 
10. In the focus groups, one thmg that kept coming up was the idea that your 
philosophies as an early childhood educator may be difierent firam those held by 
the school district or program that you work in. Can you talk a little bit about that 
idea? In what ways do you think your philosophies may dififer? Why will they 
difier? How wiE you handle that? 
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Interview Questions for Advanced Students 
1. Describe the relationship you want to have with the children with whom you 
work. Describe the relationship you want to have with the children's femilies. 
2. In the focus groups we talked a lot about the teacher's role m earfy childhood 
education. One thing that came up was the role of the teacher in educating 
parents. Can you talk a little about this role of parent education? When Kit 
necessary? What kinds of things do you teach parents? 
3. Talk a little bit about your beliefe about mclusion. How have these beliefs 
changed from when you first decided to major in ECE until now? Why do think 
they have changed? 
4. What skills do you believe teachers need to have to be successfiil work^ m an 
mclusive setting? 
5. What are some things that a teacher can do to help all children to be successfid m 
an integrated settmg? 
6. What do you believe are the challenges that teachers face when working in an 
mclusive setting? 
7. As you know, all ECE majors receive a unified degree from our department. If 
you had the choice, would you have chosen special education or regular 
education? Was thfe change made after you had already decided to major ii 
ECE? How did you feel about that change? How do you feel now? What caused 
your feelmgs to change? 
8. How have your beliefe about guidance and the ways you handle guidance 
situations m your classroom changed from when you first became and ECE major 
until now? WTiy have they changed? 
9. Describe the skills or knowledge that you think early childhood educators should 
help young children develop. These may be different for different age groups. 
10. One thing I noticed from the focus groups is that several of you talked about how 
your confidence has mcreased from when you were frst an ECE major until now. 
In what areas has your confidence increased? Are there areas that you feel less 
confident m? Are you more confident working with a specific age group? Why? 
11- Several of you also mentioned that one of your goals as you become a teacher of 
young children is to contmue leammg. Talk a Ifttle about that. What do you 
think/hope you will contmue to learn? 
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